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Chapter I: Introduction to Nanocalorimeter Platform for Point-of-Care Medical
Applications

Introduction
Here we present the design and optimization of a point-of-care platform built around a
microfabricated thermopile nanocalorimeter with capillary-powered fluidics for the quantification of
biological reactions. Advances in microfabrication have given rise to calorimeters with smaller reaction
volumes, which maximizes the sensitivity and reduces the time constant by reducing the thermal mass
of the sample and measurement system. Our nanocalorimeters are capable of detecting heat in the
nanojoule range with sub second resolution. The calorimeters are constructed on thin membranes made
of the polymer Su-8, a thermally-isolating material that reduces heat flow away from the sensing
apparatuses while providing a robust platform that withstands months of repeated use. The thermopiles
are fabricated using standard microfabrication and photolithography techniques and transduce
temperature gradients into a voltage difference. We use energy generated in enzymatic reactions to
develop assays for the quantification of target analytes termed thermometric enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assays (TELISA). By combining the capillary fluidics with magnetic bead capture to
deliver the analyte to the reaction volume, the platform is adapted for point-of-care use. This makes it a
prime candidate for biosensor applications that would benefit from being quantitative without the need
for expensive assay read out systems. Our applications for the platform will focus on the sensitive
quantification of trastuzumab in human serum and the monitoring of phenylalanine blood levels for the
metabolic disorder phenylketonuria through the quantification of heat produced by enzyme-based
reactions.
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Objective
The goal of this work is to develop a nanocalorimeter platform and adapt techniques for point-of-care
biomedical applications.
Specific Aims
Aim 1: Develop nanocalorimeter platform with capillary-driven fluid delivery.
The first aim of this dissertation was to design and produce highly sensitive differential
thermopile calorimeters with on-chip fluid handling powered by capillary forces. Iterative heat flow
modeling led to an optimized design capable of operation as an enzyme-based biosensor. This was
accomplished through model assays quantifying a target analyte in a liquid sample through measuring
the heat produced by an enzyme-catalyzed reaction. The proof of concept assays provided the base for
improvement in the next aim.
Aim 2: Determine sensitivity on the calorimeter platform through finite element numerical modeling.
The second aim used comprehensive finite element modeling to investigate the full time course
of the common hydrogen peroxide-catalase enzymatic reaction employed by TELISAs, as well as the heat
flow and resulting signal from the reaction on the nanocalorimeter platform. Calibrating for changing
enzyme parameters and determining enzyme amounts through modeling improved the robustness of a
model TELISA. Successful completion of this aim predicted the viability and improved the assay
sensitivity of the biosensor application pursued in aim 3.
Aim 3: Extraction of sample analyte and delivery to calorimeter for point-of-care biosensor operation.
The final aim simplified reagent delivery to optimize the nanocalorimeter platform for point-ofcare operation. Pulling fluid through the microfluidic channel using wicking paper reduced noise from
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the filling of the chamber, and magnetic bead capture and delivery of the target analyte allowed for
hand-pipetting for all steps of the assay.
Background
Calorimetry
All reactions, whether molecular, chemical, or biological, include a transfer of energy according
to the laws of thermodynamics. This energy flow is governed by the first law of thermodynamics:
∆𝑈 = 𝑄 − 𝑊
where ΔU is the change in internal energy, Q is the heat added or removed from the system, and W is
the work performed on or by the system. In a closed system, U remains constant, so any work done
either consume or produce heat. This heat can be measured and used to characterize the reaction.
The field of calorimetry pertains to the measurement of heat as a function of temperature.
Applications of calorimetry include the study of heat and energy changes of chemical reactions [1],
biological reactions [2] and metabolism [3], material deposition [4] [5] and phase changes [6], and
molecular binding events [7] [8]. In order to compare the capabilities and effectiveness of different
calorimeters, it is useful to establish the characterizing features of different calorimeter designs and
modes of operations. The most common calorimetry techniques are differential thermal analysis, which
measures temperature differences, and differential scanning calorimetry, which measures heat flow
rate differences, each between a sample and a reference material [9] [10]. Isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC) is the method most used to explore the small amounts of energy produced by chemical
reactions or biological reactions at the cellular or molecular level [11]. In one form of ITC, the reaction
and a reference volume are maintained at a constant temperature above the environmental
temperature using electrical heaters. A thermally conductive material directs heat generated by the
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heater from the reaction volume to the environment requiring constant heating. Initiating an
exothermic chemical reaction will require less heat generated by the heater to maintain the same
temperature as the reference volume. Monitoring the current through at constant voltage across the
heater allows for determination of the heat generated in the reaction [12]. With advances in
microfabrication, calorimeter environments can be constructed that hold near adiabatic conditions
while being sensitive enough to monitor the small amounts of heat produced by molecular or biological
reactions at scales at the edge of modern detection [13]. This form of ITC is used to study reaction
enthalpies including characterization of enzyme interactions and chemical reaction heat output profiles
over time without external power compensation [14]. Thermal isolation of the reaction area maximizes
heat flow to the temperature sensing elements of the calorimeter and minimizes reaction heat loss into
the environment. Temperature sensing technologies include thermistors [15], resonance changes in
microbeams [3], and thermoelectric sensors [16].
Thermoelectric Sensor Theory
The calorimeters described in this work are based on thermoelectric sensors, which produce a
voltage as a response to a difference in temperature and thereby convert a thermal gradient into an
electric signal. This method relies on the Seebeck effect, discovered by Thomas Seebeck in 1821 [16]. It
states that if a temperature difference is applied to a length of conducting or semiconducting material,
phonons drag either electrons or holes, depending on the material property, from the hot end to the
cold end [17]. This causes a charge to build up at the ends of the material. By joining two dissimilar
materials together and applying a temperature difference at their junction, the difference in the amount
of charge carriers produces an open circuit voltage between the cold ends [16]. The magnitude of this
voltage potential ΔV depends on the magnitude of the temperature difference ΔT and the properties of
the two materials [18]. This is expressed in the equation:
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∆𝑉 = 𝑆∆𝑇
where S is the combined Seebeck coefficient of the two materials, in V/K. The joining of two materials
with differing Seebeck coefficients is known as a thermocouple. The voltage produced by a single
thermocouple is quite small, but by placing them in series, their respective ΔV is additive and allows for
higher sensitivity. Thermocouples in series are known as thermopiles. Thermocouples have several
advantages over thermistors or resonators for measuring the small temperature changes in isothermal
titration calorimetry. Relevant materials show linearity over temperature difference ranges on the order
of 60 degrees K [18]. Voltage is self-generated by the sensing apparatus, so it does not suffer from selfheating issue of thermistors. Additionally, thermopiles are easy to produce with modern thin film
deposition and patterning techniques.
The effectiveness of the thermocouple is governed by a combination of the materials’ Seebeck
coefficients, resistivities, and thermal conductivities. The thermocouple’s effective Seebeck coefficient is
the difference between the Seebeck coefficients of each material. Materials with a high effective S make
for the most sensitive thermopiles. However, materials with high thermal conductance will contribute to
the heat loss in specific calorimeters. Additionally, since the thermopiles are resistors which selfgenerate voltage, Johnson-Nyquist noise represents the limiting factor to the limit of detection of the
calorimeter. The noise is white and can be described by the power spectral noise density:

𝑉𝑛 = √4𝑘𝐵 𝑇𝑅
where kb is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature of the resistor, and R is the resistance of the
thermopile. Therefore, the most sensitive thermoelectric sensors use thermocouple materials that
combine high effective S, low resistance, and low thermal conductance.
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Calorimeter Platform Properties
Overall calorimeter device performance
can be defined by the power sensitivity Psens
and response time τ. Device sensitivity Psens
(V/W) is the combination of thermopile
Seebeck coefficient Stot (V/K), which relates
the amount of heat input to the magnitude of
the output signal, and the heat flux away
from the sensing area Gtot (W/K), which
dictates the amount of heat lost to the

Figure 1. Calorimetry properties diagram. For a given change in
heat for a system ΔQ, a change in temperature ΔT occurs scaled
by the thermal capacity of the system C. The amount of ΔT
measured by the calorimeter is determined by the thermal flux
G away from the sensing apparatus and to the environment
outside the system.

environment.
𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠 = 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑡 /𝐺𝑡𝑜𝑡
Calorimeters featuring a high Stot transduce small temperature differences into detectable output
signals. A device’s Gtot is composed of fluxes through the thermopiles, supporting substrate, air, and
radiation (Figure 2). By minimizing thermal conductance away from the sample, the reaction heat
remains at the sensing junctions of the thermoelectric sensor for more time. Minimization of these
fluxes is accomplished by reducing the cross sections, the design of fluidics and selection of the device
materials surrounding the sample. An open chamber or freestanding sample drop limits the surface area
of sample contact with the device material, taking advantage of the low thermal conductance of air.
Open chambers require precise sample placement and suffer from quick evaporation of small sample
volumes, limiting sensing times and introducing baseline drift to the signal. Closed channels and
microfluidic channels increase the thermal flux away from the sample but simplify sample handling.
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Material
Silicon (bulk) [19]
Silicon Dioxide (thin film) [20]
Silicon Nitride (thin film) [21]
Su-8 (thin film) [22]
Air (bulk) [23]

Thermal Conductivity (W/(m*K))
156
1.03
9
0.3
0.03

Table 1. Thermal conductivities of relevant materials for microfabrication of thin
membrane calorimeters.

The most sensitive calorimeters place the reaction volumes on thin membranes, reducing Gtot by
limiting the cross section of the material (Table 1). Traditionally silicon nitride and silicon dioxide have
been used as membrane materials due to their strength and compatibility with microfabrication
techniques. Using materials with lower thermal conductivities, such as a polymer, can reduce membrane
heat flux by as high as a factor of 30 [21]. Recent calorimeters have used parylene-C or Su-8 polymer
membranes to achieve high sensitivity [13] [22]. In particular, Su-8 is a well-suited membrane material
as it possesses a very low thermal conductivity, is patternable with standard photolithography
techniques, withstands high temperatures, and is resistant to all but the harshest chemicals [24].
The other defining characteristic for the calorimeter is the response time to heat input,
represented by the time constant τ. Reactions that are quick or have distinct steps in time are best
recorded by calorimeters with a fast response time. A device’s τ is inversely related to Gtot by the
following equation.
𝜏 = 𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡 /𝐺𝑡𝑜𝑡
Ctot is the total specific heat capacity of the sensing area, including the sample volume. It relates the
amount of energy absorbed by the reaction volume to the resulting temperature change of the materials.
For calorimeters with sensing areas located on thin membranes, this can functionally be reduced to the
heat capacity of the sample itself.
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Figure 2. Heat flux in a calorimeter. The heat flux away from the sensing area of a calorimeter is a critical property that affects
the power sensitivity and the response time of the device. In a thin membrane thermopile calorimeter, heat is primarily drawn
away from the reaction site through the membrane and thermopiles and into the supporting material. This is due to the very
low thermal conductance of air compared to most materials. Flux through the membrane is minimized by reducing the
thickness and using low conductance materials.

Calorimeter Platform Calibration and Performance
Characterization of calorimeter performance is best done by experimental measurement of the
parameters τ and Psens. From those, Gtot and Ctot can be calculated, giving a full picture of the expected
response over time to a specific input of heat. The time constant can be measured directly by heating
the sample with a built-in resistive heater or laser and measuring the time required for the temperature
to reach a steady state. Psens is determined experimentally by inputting a known amount of energy into
the system and measuring the resulting output signal. This can be done in the same manner as the τ
measurement, but electrical heaters contribute to the heat loss and it is difficult to determine the exact
amount of optical energy adsorbed by the calorimeter from exposing the membrane to a laser beam.
The most accurate method closest to our application is to perform a well-characterized reaction on the
calorimeter, such as the injection of acid into a drop of base [25]. A review of the modern
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Table 2. Comparison of different microcalorimeters. Adapted [59] [13] [62]

microcalorimeters and their characteristics are shown in Table 2. Generally, open chamber
calorimeters feature the best resolution and response time. However, the closed calorimeters from
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Columbia University, Caltech University, and Virginia Tech combine good response times on the order of
seconds with 4.2-35 nW resolutions. Our closed calorimeter features the best in both of those integral
characteristics, with a resolution of 1.4 nW and a response time of 300 ms.
Modeling
Biomedical and engineering problems, such as designing a microcalorimeter platform or
interpreting biological reactions for an assay, are complex systems. One approach to study these
systems is to represent them in a physical or mathematical model [63]. Pertinent for this work,
mathematical modeling simulates the system’s response to relevant inputs, allowing for fast design
choices for instruments, techniques, applications, and experiments before running time-consuming tests
with potentially rare or expensive supplies. Approximating the system as a collection of a finite number
of well-defined components makes complicated problems solvable with modern computers [64]. Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) divides the system as a mesh of nodes, dividing a large or complicated system
into discrete partitions with more easily solvable conditions. The condition to a node is affected by the
previous condition, adjacent nodes, and the mathematical equations governing the properties. In this
way, the total solution of the system is found as the assembly of the nodes individually solved as a
standard discrete problem [64]. The Finite Element Method (FEM) of discretization divides up the
system in a flexible manner [63]. By placing more nodes in regions of interest, more detailed study can
occur. Conversely, a coarser mesh lessens computing requirements. With software like COMSOL
Multiphysics, 3D models of the calorimeter platform can be built to simulate multiple properties
simultaneously. By defining material properties of the platform and a reaction within the microfluidic
channel volume, FEA was used in simulating analyte diffusion in a liquid, reaction kinetics in a 3D
volume, and heat flow [65]. COMSOL and MATLAB combine these FEA approaches in a single model and
can be automated over variables including physical dimensions of the modelled platform design, analyte
and enzyme concentrations, and reaction kinetics.
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Biosensors
Biosensors are devices that incorporate biological systems to detect and quantify chemicals. The
most commonly used biological systems are antibodies or enzymes, which are used to interact with the
target analytes. Biosensing was first proposed by Clark and Lyons in 1962, who designed a system to
detect blood glucose levels by flowing blood through a glucose oxidase-containing membrane located
on an electrode. The enzyme converts glucose to gluconic acid, generating H2O2 near the electrode,
which gets converted in an electrochemical reaction to a current [66]. Biosensors using enzymatic
methods of chemical recognition feature high selectivity and sensitivity [67]. Enzymatic biosensors often
use enzymes to interact directly with the target chemical, eliciting a change in pH, color, fluorescence, or
temperature that can be measured by the device. Enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) have
become the gold standard for measuring antibodies and antigens in biological samples [68]. Of the many
commercially available microtiter-based ELISA kits, most utilize an enzyme linked to a detecting antibody
to produce a signal that can be quantified using a microtiter plate reader. The need to increase
sensitivity and reduce sample consumption and assay time drives research toward a rapid, low-volume,
direct readout ELISA system [69]. Mattiasson et al was the first to create an ELISA system with a
calorimetric readout, termed Thermometric Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay (TELISA). The original
TELISA system was based on inhibition binding of a catalase linked albumin to an antibody coated
calorimetry column [70]. These flow through systems required a large sample volume (>0.5 ml) and the
use of temperature-controlled thermistor columns, but sensitivity to the µg/ml level for insulin, human
IgG, and albumin were achieved [71]. However, in the years following, fluorescent and
chemiluminescent ELISA systems achieved much higher sensitivity, so TELISA has seen little use in the
past decade.
Recent advances in chip calorimetry using standard Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS)
techniques have pushed the limits of heat-sensing capabilities. Chip calorimeters miniaturize the
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calorimetry process, which reduces sample consumption and device time constants, allowing for study
of cellular and molecular level interactions. Microcalorimeters are used in the characterization of
biological systems and interactions, as well as replacing fluorescence and secondary markers in
concentration assays. These calorimeters hold the potential for designs of TELISA systems competitive
with fluorescent and chemiluminescent ELISAs [60].
Enzymes
The primary transducers for our thermal signals are enzymes. Enzymes are proteins used to catalyze
biological reactions. This catalysis can speed up the rate of reactions by factors upwards of 109 [72]. The
specificity of most enzymes makes them well suited for use in biosensors [73]. Many different biological
assays rely on enzyme-catalyzed reactions to effect a change, producing a signal. Signals can take the
form of a color change, pH change, fluorescence, bioluminescence, chemiluminescence, or heat, for
example [73]. Enzymatic reactions can be studied using the Gibbs equation to find the change in energy:
∆𝐺 = ∆𝐻 − 𝑇∆𝑆
where, at a constant temperature, ΔG is free energy, ΔH is the total heat change, T is the temperature,
and ΔS is the change in entropy. The total heat change, or reaction enthalpy, produces any change in
temperature, the quantification of which forms the basis for all calorimetric biosensors [74]. When
selecting enzyme-catalyzed reactions for a biosensor assay, a reaction that is exergonic (-ΔG) near room
temperature is preferred to ensure the reaction will proceed towards the products [59]. Additionally,
rates of the enzymatic reactions are governed by the Michaelis-Menten equation:

𝑣=

𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑡 [𝐸0 ][𝑆]
𝐾𝑚 + [𝑆]

where v is the overall reaction velocity, kcat is the maximum turnover rate, Km is the substrate
concentration at which the reaction rate is half the kcat value, [E0] is the enzyme concentration, and [S] is
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the substrate concentration. Selecting an enzymatic reaction with fast kinetic properties and a high ΔH
for enzyme-based assays allows for pushing the limits of detections of target analytes. Table 3 includes
some of the most common enzymes and reactions used in calorimetric biosensors, as well as the
characteristics that make them advantageous.
Km
Reaction

ΔH (kJ/mol)

Kcat/Km (mM-1s-1)

Enzyme
(mM)

H2O2 ↔ H20 + ½ O2

-98

Catalase

1.1

3.6 x 106

3 H2O2 + 2 OPD ↔ 6 H20 + DAP

-297

Horseradish Peroxidase (HRP)

0.6

2.5 x 103

C6H12O6 + ½ O2 ↔ C6H10O6 +H202

-80

Glucose Oxidase (GOx)

6.0

3.0 x 102

CO2 + H2O ↔ H2CO3

-20

Carbonic Anhydrase

0.012

8.3 x 107

0.2

6.0 x 102

12

2.5 x 101

L-phenylalanine ↔ trans-cinnamic acid +

Phenylalanine Ammonia-Lyase
+25

NH3

(PAL)

2 NH3 + CO2 ↔ urea + H20

+58

Urease

Table 3. Select enzymatically-catalyzed reactions and their properties [75] [76] [77] [78] [71] [79]. Adapted [59]

Point-of-Care
The expansion of point-of-care (POC) diagnostics over the past decade has allowed for near
instantaneous results for many common blood tests that previously required expensive laboratory
equipment and personnel time. With a worldwide market value of over $15.5 billion in 2013, POC
diagnostics represents one of the fastest growing health care technology segments [80]. The largest POC
segment, blood glucose monitoring, allows patients themselves to monitor blood glucose levels
anywhere [81] [82] [83]. The information provided by the testing is essential for diabetic patients to
regulate their glucose levels through medication and diet.
Biosensors are the basis for most POC diagnostic technologies. An enzymatic reaction with the
analyte of interest produces a quantifiable signal transduced by one of several different methods;
amperometric, optical, calorimetric, or acoustic to name a few [84] [12]. Calorimetry is an attractive
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detection method as most enzymatic reactions produce heat on the order of 20-300 kJ/mole substrate
and are measured directly, not requiring the use of secondary or labeling reactions for transduction as
most optical methods do [74]. Calorimetry is based on a temperature measurement and senses heat
changes from chemical or physical processes present at the sensor, necessitating the elimination of
noise from side reactions and temperature fluctuations [85]. Calorimetric biosensors of the past relied
on flow-through columns with enzymes immobilized on a support matrix and thermistors for
temperature sensing [84]. These required large sample volumes (>0.5 ml), temperature controls,
complex pumping systems, and were only suited to the laboratory setting [85]. Many were successful in
measuring sub-milimolar concentrations of common blood analytes like cholesterol, urea, lactate,
glucose, and ethanol [71] [86]. The current trend is towards miniaturization, microfluidic sample
handing, and on-chip thermoelectric based sensing [87]. In this way sample volume requirements are
reduced to the microliter range and minimum detectable energies approaching 1 nJ are possible [13]
[58]. A few calorimetric biosensors suited to POC have been developed pertaining to the measurement
of blood glucose or urine urea due to the large enthalpy changes associated with these reactions (-80
and -61 kJ/mol) [88] [89]. In the case of Davaji and Lee, a thin film resistive temperature detector is
employed, with a minimum detectable temperature change of 26 mK and noise limited minimum
glucose concentration of 1.51 mM. A paper strip held the glucose oxidase enzyme in close proximity to
the sensing surface, however enzyme was added to the flow strip at the beginning of each
measurement, and evaporative effects caused a large drift in the calorimeter signal. Lai and
Tadigadapa’s device relied on a Y-cut quartz resonator for temperature sensing, giving higher
temperature sensitivity. However, the entire device had to be placed in a 37 ˚C oven during
measurements, microfluidic pumping systems were required, and the uncertainty in their urea detection
results were too high for reliable use. In order to create a user-friendly calorimeter based POC device,
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common mode temperature signals must be eliminated, temperature sensitivity increased, sample
volume reduced, liquid handing automated, and be insensitive to user error.
Medical Applications - Phenylketonuria
Phenylketonuria (PKU) represents another disease where at-home monitoring is needed to help
effectively manage the disease. Affecting 1 in 15,000 people worldwide, PKU prevents the metabolism
of the essential amino acid phenylalanine (Phe), leading to high blood concentrations that can cause
mental retardation if not treated through diet and/or enzyme replacement therapy [90]. Though much
faster and more accurate than the bacterial inhibition assays of the 1960’s, tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS) testing of blood Phe levels is still limited to larger scale clinical laboratories [91]. At home Phe
monitoring to dictate dosing and diet would save patients from constant visit to clinics and greatly
improve their quality of life. With new enzyme replacement therapies for PKU undergoing human
clinical trials, the need for Phe monitoring with immediate results to dictate dosing and diet is even
greater.
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Chapter II: Microfabricated calorimeters for thermometric enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay in one-nanoliter droplets1

By
Brad Lubbers, Evan Kazura, Elliott Dawson, Ray Mernaugh, and Franz Baudenbacher

In Chapter II, we describe the design of a differential thermopile calorimeter using standard
microfabrication techniques. Two-point material testing determined bismuth (Bi) and titanium (Ti) as
the best combination of thermocouple materials maximizing the Seebeck coefficient in combination
with in-house ease of deposition and patterning. Constructing the thermopile calorimeter on a thin Su-8
membrane led to a more thermally isolated reaction volume while producing a more rugged reusable
platform than the standard silicon nitride membranes. Designing and fabricating our own platform
allows for customization, including adding on-chip fluid handling. The material selection, in combination
with geometrical optimization, allowed us to fabricate a calorimeter much more sensitive than
commercially available ones. A sandwich thermometric enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (TELISA) to
quantify trastuzumab in human serum achieved sensitivity to therapeutic levels, showing the viability of
micromachined calorimeters to compete as biosensors.
Abstract
Advances in microfabrication allow for highly sensitive calorimeters with dramatically reduced
volume, decreased response time and increased energy resolution. These calorimeters hold the

1

Reproduced with permission from Lubbers, B. R., Kazura, E., Dawson, E., Mernaugh, R., & Baudenbacher, F.
(2019). Microfabricated calorimeters for thermometric enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay in one-nanoliter
droplets. Biomedical Microdevices, 21(85). © 2019 Springer Nature.
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potential for designs of ELISA platforms competitive with fluorescent and chemiluminescent
technologies. We have developed a new assay platform using conventional ELISA reagents to produce a
thermal signal quantifiable using calorimetry. Our optimized micromachined calorimeters have nL
reaction volumes and a minimum detectable power of 375 pW/Hz1/2. We demonstrate rapid
quantification in a model system of trastuzumab, a humanized monoclonal antibody used in the
treatment of HER2 overexpressing breast cancers, in human serum using a HER2 peptide mimetic.
Trastuzumab concentration and reaction time constant correlated well (R2=0.954) and can be used to
determine trastuzumab concentrations. The limit of detection for the ThermometricELISA (TELISA) was
10 μg/ml trastuzumab in human serum. TELISA allows for a simple readout, reduction in assay time,
sample and reagent volumes and has the potential to become a point-of-care multiplexed platform
technology.
Introduction
Therapeutic monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) are of particular interest as an emerging alternative
to small-molecule drugs for the treatment of conditions such as cancer, infections, cardiovascular
disease, and immune disorders [1] [2]. The first mAb approved for solid tumor cancer treatment,
trastuzumab (Herceptin®, Genentech USA), is a humanized IgG1κ useful against HER2 positive breast
cancers [3]. However, in some patients, cellular Fc receptors responsible for binding to and recycling
trastuzumab are atypical; and as such, trastuzumab is cleared quicker from the body resulting in
reduced therapeutic efficacy [4]. In order to improve patient outcome and limit high cost treatment
courses, serum titer measurements can be used to determine patient trastuzumab clearance rates and
appropriate dosages for efficient treatment. The most abundant class/subclass of antibody present in
human serum is IgG1 and normally ranges in concentration from 9-12 mg/ml of serum [5]. Trastuzumab
is a genetically engineered humanized IgG1 kappa light chain mAb, however since it incorporates human
IgG1 constant domains it is difficult to distinguish from normal human antibodies [6]. To overcome this,
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Jiang et. al. used phage display to select for the HER2 peptide mimotope (designated Ch-19, sequence:
CGSGSGSQLGPYELWELSH) that trastuzumab binds [7]. Another phage displayed recombinant antibody
(2B4 scFv) has been successfully immobilized onto a gold sensor surface for use in a piezoimmunosensor
(i.e. quartz crystal microbalance) assay to capture and detect trastuzumab present in solution [8].
Enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) have become the gold standard for measuring
antibodies and antigens, both native and introduced, in biological samples [9] since the 1970s. Of the
many commercially available microtiter-based ELISA kits, most utilize an enzyme linked to a detecting
antibody to produce a colorimetric, chemiluminescent, or fluorescent signal that can be quantified using
a microtiter plate reader. The need to increase sensitivity and reduce sample consumption and assay
time drives research toward a rapid, low-volume, direct readout ELISA system [10].
The most frequent substrate in ELISA is hydrogen peroxide, which is catalytically reduced by
horseradish peroxidase (HRP, EC 1.11.1.7). The reaction enthalpy associated with the decomposition of
H2O2 is large (-98 kJ/mol) making it an attractive target for calorimetric determination. Mattiasson et al
was the first to create an ELISA system with a calorimetric readout, termed Thermometric Enzyme
Linked Immunosorbent Assay (TELISA). The original TELISA system was based on inhibition binding of a
catalase linked albumin to an antibody coated calorimetry column [11]. These flow through systems
required a large sample volume (>0.5 ml) and the use of temperature controlled thermistor columns,
but sensitivity to the µg/ml level for insulin, human IgG, and albumin were achieved [12]. However, in
the years following, fluorescent and chemiluminescent ELISA systems achieved much higher sensitivity,
so TELISA has seen little use in the past decade.
Advances in microfabrication allow for highly sensitive calorimeters with dramatically reduced
volume, which decreases response time and increases energy resolution. These calorimeters hold the
potential for designs of TELISA systems competitive with fluorescent and chemiluminescent ELISAs.
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Previous calorimeters based on off-theshelf thin film IR sensors showed a
minimum energy resolution of 1.5
nW/Hz1/2 and suffered from evaporative
droplet loss [13]. The Zuo group used a
polyimide film and PDMS chamber to
minimize heat conduction and sample
evaporation in a vanadium oxide
thermistor-based calorimeter, but suffer
from time constants of several seconds
[14]. Other micro-calorimeter designs
utilize a Si based membrane or quasi 2-D
microfluidic flow channels that decrease
heat flow and result in minimum power
sensitivity of several nanowatts
[15][16][17][18]. Previous microcalorimeter designs have utilized materials
like gold and nickel that are easy to
fabricate and have low resistance, but lack
the high Seebeck coefficient needed for

Fig 1. TELISA steps. (a) The binding steps of the TELISA follow that
of a traditional sandwich ELISA. However, in the detection step,
the heat from the reaction of H2O2 and OPD with HRP is
quantified, rather than a chromogenic or fluorescent
measurement. All steps can be carried out in a 1-nanoliter
volume, greatly reducing reagent and sample consumption. (b) A
1 nl sample drop sits atop a suspended Su-8 membrane on which
a 28 Bi/Ti thermopile junction has been patterned. The Su-8
membrane and gold pad are used to immobilize the HER2 peptide
mimetic, confine the sample droplet, and carry out the reaction
for trastuzumab detection. Scale bar 200 µm. (c) The sample drop
sits in an anisotropically etched Si pit and is accessed through a
hole in the cover via a glass micropipette.

high sensitivity [17][19]. Therefore, new calorimeters were designed to incorporate high Seebeck
coefficient materials in the thermopile, a low thermal conductivity polymer membrane, better vapor
sealing, and optimized geometries.
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Here, we report utilization of a micromachined calorimeter for a sandwich based thermal ELISA
with nanoliter sample volumes. Fig. 1a shows the ELISA construct, antibody binding steps, and the
thermal readout step with HRP. Since a known amount of energy is released when a finite substrate
supply is consumed, the area under the curve is preserved. The time course then indicates the amount
of enzyme present. Furthermore, reduction of the sample volume maximizes the surface area to volume
ratio to increase assay sensitivity. By operating in a 1nl reaction volume, antibody and sample
consumption is also greatly diminished. This has the added benefit of minimizing antibody binding time
by reducing diffusion distance, such that a multi-step sandwich ELISA can be performed in less than 5
minutes [20]. This allows for the potential of pinprick point-of-care measurements that incorporate onchip microfluidics to automate sample handling. Since many commercial ELISA systems already rely on a
peroxidase/peroxide reporter system, many off-the-shelf kits can be converted for use in TELISA.
Significant advantages of the TELISA over traditional ELISAs are a reduction in assay times, conservation
of sample volume, and direct readout.
Materials and Methods
Device Design
Since the energies involved in the enzymatic reactions of ELISA in nanoliter volumes can be quite
small (< 100 nJ) and over a time period greater than 100 seconds, a highly sensitive calorimeter capable
of sub-nanowatt resolution is needed. In order to maximize sensitivity, our microcalorimeter features a
small working volume, low thermal conductivity membrane, and materials with a high absolute Seebeck
coefficient (Fig. 1b-c). The ideal calorimeter would have a very wide membrane on which the reaction
droplet and thermopile sit to minimize thermal conduction away from the droplet. However, this
creates long thermopile tracks with high electrical resistance. This leads to an increase in Johnson noise,
the limiting factor in minimum detectable power. Since the resistance and thermoelectric properties of
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thin film metals can vary greatly from the bulk properties [21], we performed four point sheet resistance
and thermoelectric measurement of various metals to find those most suitable for our calorimeter.
Material pairs were evaluated on experimentally found Seebeck coefficient (S) and electrical resistivity
(ρ), as well as literature thermal conductivity (κ) in a figure of merit Z*.

𝑍∗ =

𝑆
0.25𝜅 + √𝜌

Results for metal pairs we had the capability to deposit and pattern are shown in Table 1. A full
description of material properties and the process can be found in Lubbers 2015. Bismuth and antimony
provided the best combination of high conductivity and high absolute Seebeck coefficient, but proved
difficult to pattern in thin traces together. Bi/chromium and Bi/nichrome both form a rough surface with
high resistance when deposited over Su-8. Therefore, bismuth and titanium proved to be the best
combination of Z* and ease of patterning.
Table 1. Figure of merit for potential thermopile materials [22].

Z*

thin film Z*

Bi/Sb

3.446

2.517

Ni/Au

0.337

0.288

Ni/Ti

0.900

0.644

Ni/Cr

1.097

0.680

Bi/Ti

2.447

1.682

Bi/Cr

2.288

1.516

Bi/NiCr

2.421

1.754
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Fig 2. Microcalorimeter microfabrication steps. (1-2) Anisotropically etched pit is formed in the silicon
substrate, revealing a sacrificial silicon nitride membrane. (3) Su-8 polymer membrane is applied. (4-5) Bismuth
and titanium thermopile tracks are deposited and patterned. (6) Silicon dioxide passivation layer is applied. (7)
The remaining silicon nitrite under the membrane is removed and the gold binding spot applied. (8) The
finished device is paired with a glass lid and o-ring to prevent sample evaporation and attached to a low noise
amplifier during measurements.

A COMSOL Multiphysics/ MATLAB model was built based on previous calorimeter designs [13].
Variables were introduced to change the sensing area and membrane size while maximizing sensitivity
and minimizing thermopile resistance. An iterative approach showed for a 1 nl drop, the optimal
calorimeter had a membrane width of 525 µm and a sensing area width of 200 µm with 28 junctions. 1
nl was chosen as the optimal drop size as previous work had shown that as drop volume decreases,
sensitivity increases, but must be balanced with sample evaporation to allow sufficient measurement
time [13]. Variables for thermopile thickness were also introduced and it was found that a Ti thickness of
200 nm and a Bi thickness of 400 nm provided the best balance of thermal and electrical conductivity.
Device Fabrication
All micromachining was performed in the cleanrooms at Vanderbilt University. 75 mm diameter
silicon wafers, <100> orientation, double side polished, with 500 nm low stress silicon nitride (SiN)
coated on both sides were obtained from WRS Materials (San Jose, CA). Chrome on soda-lime
photomasks were produced by Advance Reproductions Corp. (North Andover, MA). Photoresist and
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developer were procured from MicroChem Corp. (Westborough, MA). All other chemical were from
Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). The microfabrication steps are displayed in Fig. 2. Pits are etched
anisotropically in the silicon substrate, revealing a sacrificial silicon nitride membrane. An Su-8 polymer
membrane is applied to the untouched side of the wafer, forming a base on which to construct the
microcalorimeter. Titanium and bismuth thermopile tracks are deposited by e-beam thermal deposition
and patterned by hydrofluoric acid chemical etch and ion milling, respectively. Silicon dioxide
passivation layer is applied for electrical isolation of the thermopiles. Reactive ion etching removes the
remaining silicon nitrite under the membrane, freeing the thermally-isolated sensing areas of the
microcalorimeters. Finally, gold contact pads are deposited by e-beam thermal evaporation through a
shadow mask.
Device Operation
Reaction chamber was formed by securing a rubber o-ring to the chip surface around the
microcalorimeter sensing area. Device was attached to a custom, low-noise, DC chopper amplifier. The
reaction chamber was then sealed with mineral oil and a glass slide. Liquid samples were delivered via
an air driven Picospritzer II (Parker Hannifin, Cleveland, OH) using a glass micropipette positioned by a
micromanipulator (MP-285, Sutter Instrument Co, Novato, CA). Access to the device was achieved
through a hole drilled in glass slide and sealed with mineral oil to prevent sample evaporation. As
reaction occurred on the calorimeter, voltage from thermopiles was recorded in LabView over time.
Once reaction reached equilibrium, recording was stopped. Microcalorimeter devices can be reused by
rinsing the sample well with toluene to remove any manufacturing residue or protein left from previous
tests.
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Materials
In this study, we used Ch-19M (BioVentures,
Murfreesboro, TN), a modified version that includes
a biotin linker and an improved sequence to
minimize serum matrix effects. Negative controls
were carried out using another HER2 mimotope
peptide, PINC
(PINCTHSCVDLDDKGCPAEQRASPLTSIISK-Ahx-biotin,
United Biosystems), in place of Ch-19M, and using
Avastin® from Genentech USA (i.e. Bevacizumab: a
humanized IgG1 kappa light chain mAb specific for
vascular endothelial growth factor) in lieu of
trastuzumab. Pooled human serum (H4522) and
peroxidase conjugated, goat anti-human IgG (Fcspecific) antibody (#A0170) were obtained from
Sigma Aldrich.
Surface Functionalization
A thermally deposited gold spot on the
topside of the calorimeter membrane allowed for
attachment of the Ch-19M peptide and subsequent

Fig 3. Baseline correction and τ calculation (a) Uncorrected
thermopile output voltage from TELISA detection of 50
µg/ml trastuzumab in human serum. The negative offset
after peroxide injection is due to changes in the evaporation
rate of the sample droplet. An exponential (red line) is fit to
the curve so that the offset can be removed. (b) After the
offset is removed, voltage can be converted to heat energy
based on calorimeter sensitivity (45 V/W). The 1/e decay
time (τ) of the signal is used to determine trastuzumab
concentration.

trastuzumab binding. Streptavidin was passively adsorbed to the Au surface by incubating streptavidin
diluted in PBS (20 µg/ml) on the Au surface for 30 minutes at room temperature in a humidified petri
dish [23]. The sensor surface was rinsed and blocked for 15 seconds with PBS containing 0.2% Tween 20
(PBS-T). The biotinylated HER2 peptide mimetic Ch-19M was diluted to 3 µM in PBS-T and coupled to
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the adsorbed streptavidin by incubating for 20 minutes at room temperature. The sensor was again
rinsed with PBS-T.
Detection of Trastuzumab
Pooled human serum with varying concentrations of trastuzumab (0-100 µg/ml) was diluted 1:4
in PBS-T and allowed to bind for 20 minutes to Ch-19M on the gold sensor surface. After a PBS-T wash, a
peroxidase conjugated, goat anti-human IgG (Fc-specific) antibody (diluted 1:250 in PBS-T) was applied
to the sensor surface for 20 minutes at room temperature to bind the available trastuzumab. Unbound
peroxidase conjugated anti-human IgG antibody was rinsed from the surface with PBS-T and the sensor
surface dried with N2. The reaction chamber was sealed with a glass cover slide and mineral oil to
provide a vapor tight seal that allowed the reaction droplet to persist for up to an hour, although most
reactions were completed in less than 5 minutes. 1 nl of PBS was dispensed onto the center of the
sensor. After thermal equilibrium was reached, 100 pl of hydrogen peroxide (50 mM - acting as an
electron acceptor) and o-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride (OPD) (100 mM - acting as an electron
donor) in PBS was injected into the drop to generate a thermal signal. The resulting thermal output from
the reaction of H2O2 with the bound peroxidase was recorded in LabView until temperature equilibrium
was achieved and the time constant was then calculated in MATLAB. Previous data shows that repeated
injections of water into the base drop resulted in a signal baseline drop that scaled with the change in
surface area of the drop. Therefore the baseline shift after injection was due to predictable changes in
the evaporation rate post-injection and can be removed by fitting the raw signal to an exponential
equation (Fig. 3a). The heat integral and time constant (τ) of the temperature decay were then
computed from the corrected time trace (Fig. 3b). Since the energy released was constant with regards
to H2O2 concentration, the time needed to consume the substrate was predicted to be dependent upon
the concentration and enzyme-kinetics of the peroxidase indirectly coupled to trastuzumab captured on
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the calorimeter sensor surface. A calibration curve was constructed to allow the calculation of
trastuzumab concentration based on the thermal time constant.
Results and Discussion
Calorimeter Characterization
Heat flow and electrical modeling in COMSOL Multiphysics showed the optimal configuration to
be a 28-junction Bi/Ti thermopile with a 525 µm wide Su-8 polymer membrane and a 200 µm wide hotjunction sensing area (Fig. 4a). The core technology of the TELISA system is a microfabricated polymer
membrane based microcalorimeter. Standard microfabrication techniques were used to construct the
thin film calorimeters on Si substrates with a high device yield of >85%. Devices showed no degradation
in performance over time (6 months) with repeated use, provided the membrane was not ruptured.
With a 1 nl sample volume, acid-base and laser calibration (Fig. 5) of the calorimeters showed a
minimum detectable power of 375 pW/Hz1/2, a power sensitivity of 45 V/W, and a time constant of 95
ms, all in line with the model predictions (Fig. 4b). This allows for the detection of as little as 4
femtomoles of hydrogen peroxide, or the energy output of 6 attomoles of typical HRP.

Fig 4. (a) Calorimeter optimization. Heat flow and electrical modeling in COMSOL and MATLAB were used to
determine the optimal dimensions of the calorimeter during the design phase. By balancing thermopile track
length, thickness, and membrane size a Pmin of 353 pW/Hz1/2 was predicted. Actual measurements on the
constructed calorimeters showed a Pmin of 375 pW/Hz1/2. (b) The microcalorimeter devices have enhances
performance at smaller sample volumes. 1nl was chosen as the optimal volume to balance performance and
droplet evaporation. The combination of sub-100 ms time constant and minimum detectable power (Pmin) of 375
nW/√Hz at 1 nl, allows for high resolution measurement of TELISA heat signatures.
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Quantification of Trastuzumab
In the trastuzumab TELISA, it was
found that the peroxide reaction time
constant (τ) could be varied by changing H2O2
concentration, with a shorter τ being
obtained at lower concentrations. However,
this resulted in a reduced assay signal and an
increase in assay background noise. It was
determined that a 10 mM concentration of
H2O2 provided a balance between assay time
and signal strength for use in the present
application. Trastuzumab concentration and
τ correlated well (R2=0.954) and that τ could
be used to accurately determine
Fig 5. Calorimeter characterization (a) Calorimeter sensitivity
calculation. 100 pl of 50 mM HCl was injected into a 1 nl drop
of 50 mM NaOH. After baseline drift was corrected and heat
of injection removed, the area under the curve was divided
by the heat of reaction for each injection (280 nJ) to find
device sensitivity. (b) The microcalorimeter time constant
was measured using a 650 nm laser focused on a 1 nl water
drop centered on the sensing area. The laser was pulsed at
0.2 Hz. (c) Zoomed view of calorimeter response (red box in
b). The 1-1/e rise time of the signal was used to determine
the sensor time constant.

trastuzumab concentration in serum to 50
μg/ml (Fig. 6). The limit of detection above
baseline noise for the TELISA was 10 μg/ml
trastuzumab in human serum. Therapeutic
serum concentrations of trastuzumab are
between 50 to 100 μg/ml, meaning our assay

achieves detection and approaches quantification at clinically-relevant levels [24].
Normal human serum contains a high concentration (~9-12 mg/ml serum) of IgG1 antibodies.
Normal human serum IgG1 and the negative control humanized therapeutic antibody bevacizumab did
not bind to Ch-19M in the TELISA (Fig. 6). Additionally, trastuzumab in diluted human serum did not bind
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to the negative control PINC peptide when used
in lieu of Ch-19M. The PINC peptide is another
HER2 mimotope, however trastuzumab is known
not to bind to it. These results suggest that
trastuzumab could be specifically detected in 1 nl
of diluted human serum, and that the assay
exhibited high sensitivity.

Fig 6. Trastuzumab dose response. As trastuzumab
concentration increases, peroxide is consumed faster;
leading to a shorter heat decay time. Negative controls with
bevacizumab and PINC show no sensitivity to trastuzumab.
The therapeutic dosage of trastuzumab (10-100 µg/ml
serum concentration) is well covered by TELISA
quantification and is highly correlated to τ (R2=0.954).
Means ± s.d. are shown (n = 4 per point).

Components (e.g. proteins, lipids, etc.)
present in human serum can interfere with
antigen (e.g. Ch-19M) and antibody (e.g.

trastuzumab) interactions. These interferences are referred to as serum matrix effects and lead to
nonspecific binding. Some serum matrix effects were seen with the TELISA, as signal amplitude was
reduced with trastuzumab diluted in human serum rather than PBS buffer (Fig. 7). However, the
sensitivity remains constant as demonstrated by the dose response curve (Fig. 6). It will be important to
carry out future studies to identify the origin of
these serum matrix effects to improve
sensitivity.
Conclusions
TELISA does not rely on specific reagents
and can be widely adapted to a broad spectrum
of immunoassays using existing reagents. The
thermal signature is quantified using
micromachined microcalorimeters with

Fig 7. TELISA signal in PBS and serum (a) A strong signal is
produced during the detection of 50 µg/ml trastuzumab in
PBS. (b) Trastuzumab suspended in human serum shows a
lower binding efficiency and a slightly higher background
signal - presumably due to serum matrix effects.
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nanoliter sized reaction volumes, sub-nanojoule sensitives, and sub-second time constants. The
technology lends itself to a point-of-care device for high throughput multiplexed assay based on a finger
prick. We are currently working on label free point-of-care systems based on the thermal detection of
direct binding events and analyte reactions.
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Chapter III: Nano-Calorimetry based point of care biosensor for metabolic
disease management2

By
Evan Kazura, Brad Lubbers, Elliott Dawson, John Phillips III, and Franz Baudenbacher

In Chapter III, a new calorimeter platform is described using on-chip fluid handling powered by
capillary forces, an enclosed microfluidic reaction channel, and a differential thermopile calorimeter that
eliminates noise from evaporation. The drop calorimeter platform was one of the most sensitive chip
calorimeters but drop evaporation limited the time in which assays could be performed. Operation of
the drop calorimeter also required precise micropipette placement and picoliter sample handling under
a microscope. While the drop calorimeter was extremely sensitive, the low volume of the reaction
droplet required to achieve that sensitivity meant the total amount of analyte being detected was very
small. We developed the capillary calorimeter platform for point-of-care assays, sacrificing performance
for simplified fluid handling. Enclosing the reaction fluid in a microfluidic channel increased the total
thermal conductance, which reduced performance, but simplified fluid handling to require neither
vacuum insulation nor external pumps for fluid delivery. The capillary platform reduced the device
performance by a factor of 3 from the drop platform, but still exceeded the next best microfluidic
calorimeter. Both the sensing and reference junctions of the thermopile were located within the
microfluidic channel, eliminating errors associated with sample evaporation and heat of dilution. A
phenylalanine assay for phenylketonuria (PKU) monitoring was developed around the enzyme

2

Reproduced with permission from Kazura, E., Lubbers, B. R., Dawson, E., Phillips, J. A., & Baudenbacher, F. (2017).
Nano-Calorimetry based point of care biosensor for metabolic disease management. Biomedical Microdevices,
19(3), 50. © 2017 Springer Nature.
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phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL). Assays on the platform were limited by the small surface area
above the sensing junctions, and reagents were still delivered using micropipettes.
Abstract
Point-of-care (POC) diagnostics represents one of the fastest growing health care technology
segments. Developments in microfabrication have led to the development of highly-sensitive
nanocalorimeters ideal for directly measuring heat generated in POC biosensors. Here we present a
novel nano-calorimeter-based biosensor design with differential sensing to eliminate common mode
noise and capillary microfluidic channels for sample delivery to the thermoelectric sensor. The
calorimeter has a resolution of 1.4±0.2 nJ/(Hz)1/2 utilizing a 27 junction bismuth/titanium thermopile,
with a total Seebeck coefficient of 2160 µV/K. Sample is wicked to the calorimeter through a capillary
channel making it suitable for monitoring blood obtained through a finger prick (<1 µL sample required).
We demonstrate device performance in a model assay using catalase, achieving a threshold for
hydrogen peroxide quantification of 50 µM. The potential for our device as a POC blood test for
metabolic diseases is shown through the quantification of phenylalanine (Phe) in serum, an unmet
necessary service in the management of Phenylketonuria (PKU). Pegylated phenylalanine ammonialyase (PEG-PAL) was utilized to react with Phe, but reliable detection was limited to < 5mM due to low
enzymatic activity. The POC biosensor concept can be multiplexed and adapted to a large number of
metabolic diseases utilizing different immobilized enzymes.
Introduction
The expansion of point-of-care (POC) diagnostics over the past decade has allowed for near
instantaneous results for many common blood tests that previously required expensive laboratory
equipment and personnel time. With a worldwide market value of over $15.5 billion in 2013, POC
diagnostics represents one of the fastest growing health care technology segments [1]. The largest POC
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segment, blood glucose monitoring, allows patients themselves to monitor blood glucose levels
anywhere [2] [3]. The information provided by the testing is essential for diabetic patients to regulate
their glucose levels through medication and diet.
Biosensors are the basis for most POC diagnostic technologies. An enzymatic reaction with the
analyte of interest produces a quantifiable signal transduced by one of several different methods;
amperometric, optical, calorimetric, or acoustic to name a few [4] [5]. Calorimetry is an attractive
detection method as most enzymatic reactions produce heat on the order of 20-100 kJ/mole substrate
and are measured directly, not requiring the use of secondary or labeling reactions for transduction as
most optical methods do [6]. Calorimetry is based on a temperature measurement and senses heat
changes from chemical or physical processes present at the sensor, necessitating the elimination of
noise from side reactions and temperature fluctuations [7]. Calorimetric biosensors of the past relied on
flow-through columns with enzymes immobilized on a support matrix and thermistors for temperature
sensing [4]. These required large sample volumes (>0.5 ml), temperature controls, complex pumping
systems, and were only suited to the laboratory setting [8]. Many were successful in measuring submilimolar concentrations of common blood analytes like cholesterol, urea, lactate, glucose, and ethanol
[7] [9]. The current trend is towards miniaturization, microfluidic sample handing, and on-chip
thermoelectric based sensing [10]. In this way sample volume requirements are reduced to the
microliter range and minimum detectable energies approaching 1 nJ are possible [11] [12]. A few
calorimetric biosensors suited to POC have been developed pertaining to the measurement of blood
glucose or urine urea due to the large enthalpy changes associated with these reactions (-80 and -61
kJ/mol) [13] [14]. In the case of Davaji and Lee, a thin film resistive temperature detector is employed,
with a minimum detectable temperature change of 26 mK and noise limited minimum glucose
concentration of 1.51 mM. A paper strip held the glucose oxidase enzyme in close proximity to the
sensing surface, however enzyme was added to the flow strip at the beginning of each measurement,
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and evaporative effects caused a large drift in the calorimeter signal. Lai and Tadigadapa’s device relied
on a Y-cut quartz resonator for temperature sensing, giving higher temperature sensitivity. However, the
entire device had to be placed in a 37 ˚C oven during measurements, microfluidic pumping systems were
required, and the uncertainty in their urea detection results were too high for reliable use. In order to
create a user-friendly calorimeter based POC device, common mode temperature signals must be
eliminated, temperature sensitivity increased, sample volume reduced, liquid handing automated, and
be insensitive to user error.
Phenylketonuria (PKU) represents another disease where at-home monitoring is needed to help
effectively manage the disease. Affecting 1 in 15,000 people worldwide, PKU prevents the metabolism
of the essential amino acid phenylalanine (Phe), leading to high blood concentrations that can cause
mental retardation if not treated through diet and/or enzyme replacement therapy [15]. Though much
faster and more accurate than the bacterial inhibition assays of the 1960’s, tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS) testing of blood Phe levels is still limited to larger scale clinical laboratories [16]. At home Phe
monitoring to dictate dosing and diet would save patients from constant visit to clinics and greatly
improve their quality of life. With new enzyme replacement therapies for PKU undergoing human
clinical trials, the need for Phe monitoring with immediate results to dictate dosing and diet is even
greater. Towards the goal of POC Phe testing, we have developed a novel calorimetric biosensor with
the ability to measure Phe levels in 1 µL of sample.
Here we present a novel nano-calorimeter-based biosensor design with differential sensing to
eliminate common mode noise and capillary microfluidic channels for sample delivery to the
thermoelectric sensor. Utilizing capillary forces for fluid movement is reliable and does not require
external power or actuators [17]. High sensitivity and ruggedness was achieved by the use of a
suspended polymer membrane and bismuth/titanium thin film thermopiles. Catalase (CAT) and
phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL) are used in the detection of their respective substrates. Many
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Fig. 1. Differential nanocalorimeter layout. (a) Active and control enzymes are bound to the two reaction zones read out by
the 27 junction thermopile. The thermopile junctions are patterned on a suspended Su-8 membrane and line the edges of
the enzyme spots to maximize sensitivity. The differential sensing arrangement eliminates errors associated with sample
evaporation and heat of dilution. Interlocking Su-8 spaces on the top and bottom substrates allow for accurate alignment of
the layers. (b) Device with immobilized enzymes on bottom substrate and capillary channel to deliver sample fluid. The
suspended Su-8 membrane over the thermopile allows for very low thermal leakage, thereby maintain high sensitivity. When
a sample drop (~1 µL) is placed at the device opening, capillary forces draw the sample into the reaction chamber in less than
1 second. (c) Image of the device with immobilized enzymes on the reaction zones.

common blood analytes (i.e. cholesterol, carbohydrates, and amino acids) have corresponding oxidases
which release H2O2 during the oxidation of their substrate. The large enthalpy associated with H2O2
decomposition (-98 kJ/mol), can be exploited by co-immobilizing these enzymes with CAT, leading to
enzymatic amplification of the signal [7]. Most oxidases require O2 to react and this can be a limiting
factor in closed systems since the O2 saturation of water is only 0.25 mM. Alternative electron acceptors
are used, but must be immobilized with the enzymes, increasing complexity and raising stability
concerns. In the interest of reducing the number of immobilized components, we focused on systems
not requiring external cofactors or enzyme cascades. PAL is one such enzyme, which catalyzes the
conversion of l-phenylalanine to trans-cinnamic acid and ammonia with an enthalpy of +24.8 kJ/mol of
Phe [18]. Here we present device design and characterization of the capillary calorimeter as well as
preliminary data showing milimolar detection of Phe utilizing PAL with the potential of creating a robust
at home test for the management of phenylketonuria.
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Fig 2. 3D model configuration for optimizing device sensitivity. (a) The COMSOL model consists of a 500 µm thick silicon base with a
1.5 µm thick Su-8 polymer layer on the top surface. A window in the base creates a free-standing membrane, on which are areas
designated as the sensing junctions, reference junctions, and the thermopile tracks. Two Su-8 walls runs along the base, and a
silicon lid with a matching thin membrane rest on top, forming a microfluidic channel. Parameters that were explored with regard
to calorimeter sensitivity were the distance between the two channel walls (channel width), the height of the channel walls
(channel height), and the distance between the sensing and reference junctions (junction separation). (b) Calorimeter sensitivity
was predicted by running a heat transfer study and determining the temperature difference between the sensing junctions and
reference junctions over time. A heat source of 5 W/m3 was placed in a cylinder of radius 250 µm and height of 5 µm for 5 seconds
to represent a reaction of the target analyte catalyzed by immobilized enzyme on the sensing area.

Materials and methods
Reagents and materials
All micromachining was performed in the VIIBRE and VINSE cleanrooms at Vanderbilt University.
75 mm diameter silicon wafers, <100> orientation, double side polished, with 500 nm low stress silicon
nitride (SiN) coated on both sides were obtained from WRS Materials (San Jose, CA). Chrome on sodalime photomasks were fabricated by Front Range Photomask (Palmer Lake, CO). Photoresist and
developer were purchased from MicroChem Corp. (Westborough, MA). PEG-PAL was donated by
BioMarin (San Rafael, CA). Catalase (CAT) (#C100) and all other chemical are commercially available
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). All reactions were performed at room temperature.
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Device modeling
Fig. 1 shows the layout of the device
including the differential sensing thermopile
and capillary flow channel. As Fig. 1B shows,
a low conductance suspended Su-8
membrane forms the top and bottom of the
capillary channel around the immobilized
enzyme, reducing heat flux to the silicon
substrate. The thickness of the capillary
channel needed to be low enough to ensure
fast wicking of the sample while minimizing
the thermal conductance through the
sample fluid itself.
A model of the calorimeter was built
using COMSOL, and data output was
analyzed in MATLAB. Unlike previous
iterations [12], the new design loses the
Fig. 3. Device characterization. (a) Device time constant was
measured by pulsing a focused laser on the enzyme binding site
while the device was filled with dH2O. The time from pulse start to
reciprocal of the natural exponent of the steady state voltage is the
time constant. The typical τ for the filled device was 305 ± 5 ms
(mean ± s.d., n=10). (b) Laser pulse step function. (c) Sensitivity
determination by Phe dissolution. The first 500-1000 ms of the
signal is obscured until the device fills with water and the flow
stops. The integral of Phe dissolution (green area) is used to
calculate the power sensitivity of 7.2 ± 0.4 V/W (mean ± s.d., n=8).

radial symmetry of the freestanding drop
calorimeter, which allowed for a simplified
2D model. Therefore, a full 3D model was
constructed (Fig. 2A). In order to simplify the
mesh construction of the thin freestanding

membrane where the calorimeter sensing areas are located, the thermal properties of the thermopile
metals and polymer membrane were combined and modeled together. A heat source representing the
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enzymatic reaction was placed as a cylinder within the sample liquid above the sensing junctions, and
calorimeter sensitivity was determined by measuring the difference in temperature between the sensing
and reference junctions. Temperatures at the two sensing areas were compared for 30 seconds, when
both had returned to the baseline. The temperature difference was then integrated, converted to an
expected voltage by multiplying by the total Seebeck coefficient of our thermopiles, then divided by the
total energy produced by the heat source to return a sensitivity measurement in V/W (Fig. 3). Channel
height, channel width, and sensing junction separation were varied individually and heat flow was
modeled to maximize calorimeter sensitivity. Diffusion modeling within the sample liquid was employed
to study the movement of substrate into the enzymatic reaction zone and determine if the reactions
were diffusion or enzymatic rate limited.
Device fabrication
Fabrication of nanocalorimeters was performed using normal microfabrication techniques.
Processing began by etching rectangular windows in the backside SiN layer by reactive ion etching, then
anisotropically etching through the silicon in a potassium hydroxide bath, freeing SiN membranes on the
frontside of the wafer. A uniform 0.5 µm thick Su-8 layer was deposited over the surface of the wafer,
and hard baked until stable to serve as the base membrane for the nanocalorimeters. 200 nm of
titanium was deposited by e-beam thermal deposition and patterned by a chemical wet etch of 30:1:1
parts water: hydrogen peroxide: hydrofluoric acid. We found an oxide layer formed on the titanium
once exposed to the air, which greatly increased thermocouple resistance within the devices. A clean
interface between the two metals of our thermopiles was integral in reducing thermopile resistance,
and therefore the Johnson-Nyquist noise associated with it. This was accomplished by ion milling the
surface of the titanium, then immediately depositing 400 nm of bismuth without breaking the chamber
vacuum. E-beam thermal deposition was used to lay down the bismuth layer, and further ion milling was
the method of patterning. In order to electrically insulate the thermopile circuits and protect the metal
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surfaces, a second 0.5 µm thick Su-8 layer was deposited as before on top of the devices. Reactive ion
etching removed the remaining SiN from the backside of the Su-8, freeing the freestanding membranes
and thermally isolating the nanocalorimeters from the wafer. An additional 50 µm thick Su-8 layer was
patterned on the device surface to create interlocking spacers for the capillary channel (Fig. 1A). This
ensured the top and bottom of the devices were always properly aligned. Device yield was good with
less than 10% of devices rejected due to defective traces or broken membranes. Electrical contacts to
the thermopile on the chip were built into a spring-loaded holder that also held down the sample lid
during measurements. A custom-built low noise amplifier provided signal amplification (gain = 10,000)
of the thermopile output voltage and data was recorded in LabVIEW. A 500 µm diameter, 50 nm thick
gold spot was deposited through a shadow mask on each side of the thermopile to define a hydrophilic
droplet wetting spot amid the hydrophobic Su-8 membrane.
Device characterization
The calorimeter time constant was measured by focusing a light beam onto one side of the
differential thermopile and measuring the 1/e time to reach a steady state output voltage (Fig. 3A,B).
This was measured while the device was filled with ~1 µL of distilled water. The actual volume of the
capillary channel was ~275 nl, but the excess liquid ensured that the channel filled completely without
bubbles and compensated for any evaporation of sample. Device sensitivity was measured using the
enthalpy of dilution of Phe (+8.20 ±0.05 kJ/mol at 298 K) [19]. Drops of 100 mM Phe in dH2O at
measured volumes between 5-20 nl were spotted onto one thermopile junction and evaporated. The
calorimeter lid was reassembled and the device filled with dH2O while measuring the thermopile output.
Sensitivity was calculated by dividing the integral of the signal by the respective amount of Phe on the
sensor. Phe has a negligible enthalpy change due to dilution below 100 mM, precluding the need to take
into account the integral solution enthalpy. It also dissolves over a period of a few seconds, allowing the
device to equilibrate after filling before the Phe has dissolved completely. The uncertainty in the
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sensitivity measurements (Table 1) are due to filling noise obscuring the first 500-1000 ms of the Phe
dissolution (Fig. 3C).
Enzymatic measurements
The activity of CAT (EC 1.11.1.6) was measure by spectrographically monitoring the consumption
of H2O2 at 240 nm in 50 mM phosphate buffered saline ph 7.4 (PBS). The activity of PEG-PAL (EC
4.3.1.24) was measure by spectrographically monitoring the production of trans-cinnamic acid at 270
nm in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5 buffer. The reaction of CAT with hydrogen peroxide was used to
demonstrate proof of concept of our differential calorimetric biosensor. CAT suspended in 50 mM
phosphate buffered saline pH 7.4 (PBS) at 1,000 units/ml was spotted onto the gold binding zone on one
side of a sensor. PBS with 0.1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA) was spotted onto the other side of the
differential sensor. Calibrated glass micropipettes were used to dispense 10 nl of solution for each spot.
1% PVA was added to the CAT/BSA suspension in most cases to aid in confining the enzyme after
resuspension in the sample fluid. After assembling the lid onto the sensor and mounting in the device
holder, 1 µL aliquots of PBS with H2O2 at concentrations between 0-2000 µmol were applied to an
individual sensor channel. At higher concentrations of H2O2, O2 generated by the reaction formed
bubbles and resulted in inconsistent readings. After H2O2 application, the output signal was integrated
over a period of 30 s and divided by the device sensitivity determined experimentally to obtain the total
energy.
The quantification of Phe was accomplished using calorimetric detection with the enzyme PEGPAL. Unmodified PAL has poor tolerance to desiccation, losing 50% activity upon exposure to moist air
after drying [20]. Pegylated PAL was developed to decrease clearance rates when used for PKU therapy;
however, the PEG group also increases tolerance to desiccation. We performed an activity assay utilizing
PEG-PAL desiccated in the presence of 1% PVA and showed 86% activity retained. Due to the low activity
of PAL (~ 2 units/mg), high concentration loading on the sensor surface is needed. PEG-PAL was supplied
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at 20 mg/ml in 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM tris-HCl pH 7.5. PVA was added to a final concentration of 1% w/v
and 10 nl of the enzyme mix spotted onto one enzyme binding spot on the differential calorimeter.
Control enzyme was created by heating PEG-PAL suspension to 60 ˚C for 60 minutes before spotting 15
nl onto the control binding site. Assays showed no activity after heat treatment. Phe at 0-10 mM in 50
mM tris-HCl pH 8.3 was introduced into the assembled capillary calorimeter and monitored for up to 1
min. If more PEG-PAL was loaded onto the sensor surface, variance should decrease due to shorter
integration times, so a second set of tests were run with PEG-PAL that was spin concentrated using
Amicon Ultracel 30K MWCO filters. However, the samples were too viscous to reliably pipette onto the
sensor surface and dissolved inconsistently, leading to excessive errors.
Results and discussion
Modeling Design Results
The results from the modeling guided the calorimeter design along the explored parameters.
The configuration of the fluid sample was changed from a freestanding drop in previous calorimeter
models to an enclosed channel. The membrane window was maximized with respect to stability to
isolate the thermopiles from the high thermal conductance of the silicon wafer base. The calorimeter
sensitivity was found to be inversely proportional with channel height (Fig. 4A). Similarly, a narrower
channel also increased sensitivity of the device (Fig. 4B). As the volume of the liquid within the channel
increased, so did its total heat capacity. This, combined with the higher thermal conductivity of the
liquid relative to the Su-8 forming the membrane and walls of the channel (0.6 W/(m*K) and 0.2
W/(m*K), respectively), led to more heat being drawn away from the sensing elements embedded in the
membrane, reducing sensitivity. These results guided the design process to balance reducing the
channel cross section, in order to isolate the sample within from the wafer base, while still allowing for
use without precise liquid measurement and placement. A height of 50 µm and width of 2355 µm were
chosen as the smallest height and width while still allowing for easy sample loading by capillary forces.
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Fig. 4. Model Predictions of Sensitivity by Channel Dimensions. (a) The height of the channel walls was varied from 25 to
300 μm and resulting sensitivity was found. Decreasing the height reduces the total device heat capacity. 50 μm was chosen
as the shortest height for the channel without complicating loading of the sample with clogging. (b) Holding the height at
50 μm, the spacing between the channel walls was simulated between 1410 and 2820 μm. Calorimeter sensitivity remained
roughly constant until the walls were placed over the thin membrane, further isolating the liquid sample from the silicon base
of the device

The second major design change from previous iterations was moving the reference thermopile
junctions of the calorimeter from over the silicon
base to a differential mode onto the membrane
within the sample channel. Previous designs had
reference junctions radiating away from the thin
membrane and located above the silicon wafer
base, anchoring the reference temperature to
room temperature with the comparably
immense thermal conductivity of 149 W/(m*K).
Fig. 5. Junction Separation Modeling. With the channel
height and width held at 50 µm and 2355 µm,
respectively, the effect of the distance between the
sensing and reference junctions was simulated. A
range of 550 µm to 1750 µm was explored. A
maximum sensitivity of 13.5 V/W was found at 1200
µm between the junctions. However, the lengthening
the thermopile tracks also increases Johnson noise
from the resistance, so a junction separation of 910
µm was chosen.

Calorimeter sensitivity was optimized by
shortening thermopile length to reduce Johnson
noise while ensuring the membrane was large
enough to isolate the reaction [12]. The new
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design moves the reference junction to within in
the microfluidic channel, allowing for a differential
setup. By modeling a range of spacings between the
sensing and reference junctions, calorimeter
sensitivity was maximized (Fig. 5). If the two areas
were too close together, heat from the reaction
zone above the sensing junction reached the
reference junctions and decreased the overall
temperature difference. If the junctions were close
to the edge of the membrane, heat was lost at a
greater rate through the silicon base. Combining
this data with the increase in resistance from
lengthening the metal thermopile tracks led to the
Fig. 6. Hydrogen peroxide diffusion modeling. (a) Side
view of peroxide concentration from COMSOL modeling
showed peroxide was quickly consumed by catalase at
the local enzyme binding site. After 3 s peroxide
consumption became diffusion-limited as the local
concentration went to 0 mM. The left side is the dead
end of the device, the right is the filling channel open to
the reservoir. (b) The modeled thermal output from
peroxide consumption shows a quasi-steady-state after
local depletion. The steady state output is diffusion
limited and the integrated signal is independent on the
enzyme activity.

optimal spacing of 910 µm. The model with this
configuration of the microfluidic channel and
thermopile calorimeter predicts a sensitivity of 12.9
V/W.
Peroxide diffusion modeling was then done to

determine if a catalase-based reaction would be a proper assay to develop on our device. The time
course of the reaction is largely determined by the diffusion of peroxide into the enzymatic reaction
zone (Fig. 6). Diffusion modeling showed peroxide directly above the immobilized CAT is consumed in
the first 3 s after sample addition. After local consumption, the reaction becomes diffusion limited,
reducing the energy flux to a quasi-steady-state that persists for many second afterwards (Fig. 6B).
Therefore, the energy integral is not significant affected by moderate changes in enzyme activity.
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Device performance
As predicted by our COMSOL model, the addition of a fluid filled capillary channel reduced our
device performance by a factor of 3 as compared to our previous nanocalorimeter in terms of power
sensitivity, time constant, and minimum detectable power (Table 1). However, this still exceeds the
minimum detectable energy of the next best microfluidic based calorimeter by a factor of 3 (i.e. 1.4 vs.
4.2 nW/Hz1/2 for the Lee et al. device [11]). Our device requires neither the vacuum insulation of the
device by Lee et al., nor the use of pump and sacrificial channel fillers during fabrication. By utilizing a
wide, 50 µm high channel, our device does not suffer from the clogging commonly associated with other
microfluidic systems when flowing particle laded fluids like blood [17]. The hydrophobic nature of the
Su-8 making up the surface of the channel caused failures or incomplete filling, but was rectified by
exposing the calorimeters to 30 seconds of oxygen plasma.
Table 1. Device properties. Means ± s.d. are shown (n=6-18 per value).
Parameter
Symbol
Unit
Value
Thermal time constant
τ
ms
305 ± 5
Power sensitivity
Psens
V/W
7.2 ± 0.4
Minimum detectable power
Pmin
nJ/(Hz)1/2
1.4 ± 0.2
Total thermal conductance
Gtot
µW/K
300 ± 24
Total Seebeck coefficient
Stot
µV/K
2160
Effective thermal mass
Ctot
µJ/K
91.5
Thermopile resistance
R
kohms
11.5 ± 2.1

Since our device utilizes a closed configuration in conjunction with a differential sensing
thermopile, evaporation effects are eliminated as shown by the steady baseline before and after filling
(Fig. 3C). Originally, the filling noise created some error in the sensitivity determination, since the first
500 - 1000 ms of signal is lost and integration began after the final zero crossing. Signal variability was
reduced by gating out the first 1000 ms of signal, regardless of the final zero crossing time.
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Hydrogen peroxide assay
The differential sensing capillary
calorimeter provides a new approach to POC
testing of many blood analytes. We used the
detection of H2O2 as a model system to
demonstrate device performance and validate
our model in terms of diffusion, enzyme
kinetics and heat flow. Fig. 7B shows that our
measured data correspond well to the model
predictions which could be used for correcting
the signal during the filling of the device. This
could aid in reducing error and extending our
minimum detectable concentration. The
energy integral correlates well with H2O2
concentration with a concentration uncertainty
of ~75 µM below 500 µM (Fig. 7A).
Fig. 7. Catalase assay. (a) Hydrogen peroxide concentration
response when reacted with immobilized catalase on the
capillary calorimeter. With a linear fit of R2 = 99.24 and
uncertainty of ±75µM, a detection limit of 100 µm H2O2 can be
achieved. Means ± s.d. are shown (n=4 per point). (b)
Representative output from 1000 µM H2O2 reacting with CAT
overlaid with diffusion modeling results (red line). The
instability of the signal before 0 s is due to the filling of the
device and causes uncertainty in the energy integral since it
partly obscures the signal.

Measurements at 50 µM were significantly
different from those at 0 mM (P=0.035). When
the amount of CAT bound to the sensor was
reduced by one-half, the integral only
decreased by 6% at the 1000 µM level. Though

currently not sensitive enough to measure normal H2O2 levels in the blood (~2.5 µm), H2O2 levels in
urine levels are greater (up to 100 µM) and high levels are indicative of oxidative stress [21]. Therefore
our current device could be a useful tool for urinalysis and with further improvement could be
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applicable to blood peroxide determination. By measuring a signal integral over a finite time, rather than
a rate as in most blood glucose POC sensors, our device is less sensitive to changes in enzyme activity.
This is essential since CAT is not
permanently immobilized to the sensor
surface, but rather dried onto it. If an
excess of sample (i.e. > 1 µL) is added to
the device, more enzyme is lost as it is
swept away by the initial flow. Once flow
ceases, the remaining enzyme stays
localized due to the small diffusion
coefficient of CAT compared to H2O2 (4.1
x 10-7 vs. 1.3 x 10-5 cm2/s) [22]. Other
sources of error are related to the heat
of dilution of the enzyme spots. If both
spots are not of equal size and well
centered on the thermopiles, unintended
baseline shifts can occur. The gold spots
currently used do not always limit the
spread of liquid enzyme droplets before
drying and devices with poorly matched
spots were rejected. Future research,
into techniques such as screen printing
enzyme pastes are needed to improve

Fig. 8. Phenylalanine assay (a) Representative signals from 10 mM
(blue), 5 mM (green), and 0 mM (magenta) Phe reacting on the
capillary calorimeter. The low activity of PEG-PAL leads to a longer
integration time and greater error associated with baseline drift.
(b) Phe concentration response when reacted with immobilized
PEG-PAL on the capillary calorimeter. Phe concentration
confidence is lower with an R2 = 0.9295 and uncertainty of ± 3 mM.
This is due to the lower activity of PEG-PAL compared to CAT,
smaller reaction enthalpy, and greater error associated with
rehydration of the dried PEG-PAL. Means ± s.d. are shown (n=4 per
point).

sensitivity and robustness.
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Phenylalanine assay
The calorimetric quantification of Phe by reaction with PEG-PAL showed that simple enzymatic
reactions could be used to measure common blood analytes without the need for expensive optical or
MS/MS systems. The energy integral correlated well with Phe concentration (R2=0.9295), however noise
at low concentrations limit the minimum detectable concentration to around 5 mM (Fig. 8B). As Fig. 8A
shows, we can differentiate clearly between 5 and 10 mM but baseline drift prevents us from reliably
detecting concentration of less than 5mM. At 1 mM the detection was inconsistent compared to the
CAT reactions with 1 mM H2O2 (i.e. ± 40% vs 6% error). Measurements at 1 mM were not significantly
different from 0 mM readings (P=0.57), but were at 5 mM and 10 mM (P=0.0039) (Fig. 8B). Though this
limit is well above the recommended Phe range for PKU patients (120-900 µM) [23], slight
improvements would enable the device to be used for high level threshold detection. This would allow
patients to detect abnormally high Phe levels at home, and report to their doctor for more thorough
testing. We found that the pegylation of PAL helped preserve activity upon drying and helped to localize
the enzyme to the thermopile upon rehydration with the sample fluid. As with the H2O2 assay, a main
source of error was due to uneven dissolution of the enzyme spots, but was compounded by the lower
reaction enthalpy and activity of PAL. With our diffusion model, we estimated 0.0078 units of CAT were
present after sample addition, but only 0.0006 units of PEG-PAL remained. If another Phe reacting
enzyme (i.e. phenylalanine 2-monooxygenase, EC 1.13.12.9) were used, which has potentially 50 times
higher activity [24], sub-milimolar Phe detection would be possible. However, phenylalanine 2monooxygenase does not have the commercial availability of PAL.
Conclusions
Compared to previous experiments performed on our standing drop nano-calorimeters [12],
error due to evaporation and heat of dilution upon sample injection is greatly reduced with our current
design. Utilizing a differential sensing approach eliminates theses errors and in combination with the
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capillary liquid handling eliminates the need for nanoliter scale sample handling making this approach
ideally suited for a POC device. Even though sensitivity is reduced by a factor of 3, these devices still
have the ability to measure milimolar concentrations of blood analytes. Since the space required for
each thermopile is small (~1 mm2), it would be possible to include several sensors in one capillary
channel. These could provide control reactions, averaging to reduce noise, or monitor several analytes
at once.
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Chapter IV: A Capillary Perfused Nanocalorimeter Platform for Thermometric
Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assay with Attomole Sensitivity3

By
Evan Kazura, Ray Mernaugh, and Franz Baudenbacher

Chapter IV ties the time course of the full enzyme reaction to the enzyme amount, creating a
novel method of assaying target analytes labeled with enzyme. This method improved the quantitative
nature of the enzyme-based assays run on our platform and their robustness to changing conditions. 2D
and 3D modeling was used in chapters II and III to optimize the design of our calorimeter platforms but
had limited it to the platform response to a simple heat source. Using finite element numerical
modeling, we simulated an enzyme-catalyzed reaction within the microfluidic channel of the capillary
calorimeter platform, then converted the result to a heat profile, assigned it to the reaction zone within
the microfluidic channel, and calculated a calorimeter signal based on the resulting temperature
changes. This single comprehensive model interrogated the Michaelis-Menten governed enzyme kinetic
reaction to determine the entire time course of the assay for the first time to extract the enzyme
amount. Previously, results from the enzyme-based assays relied on phenomenological measurements
to determine the results and were susceptible to error from changing enzyme kinetics. The
comprehensive model was used to calibrate for enzyme kinetics, and then simulate the entire time
course of the reaction. The labeling enzyme amount was determined by minimizing the error to the
experiment signal. Using the model-assisted method of determining enzyme amount, the limit of
detection (LOD) of the catalase-H2O2 thermometric enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (TELISA) was
found to be 260 attomoles of enzyme. This was a considerable improvement over the 25 femtomole
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acid-base neutralization LOD in chapter II. The improvement was due to the model assisted
interpretation of a reaction occurring over time and enzyme calibration instead of phenomenological
determination of either the signal peak or decay time constant.
Abstract
Enzyme-catalyzed chemical reactions produce heat. We developed an enclosed capillary
perfused nanocalorimeter platform for thermometric enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (TELISA). We
used catalase as enzymes to model the thermal characteristics of the micromachined calorimeter.
Model-assisted signal analysis was used to calibrate the nanocalorimeter and to determine reagent
diffusion, enzyme kinetics and enzyme concentration. The model-simulated signal closely followed the
experimental signal after selecting for the enzyme turnover rate (kcat) and the inactivation factor (InF)
using a known label enzyme amount (Ea). Over four discrete runs (n=4), minimized model root mean
square error (RMSE) returned 1.80±0.54 fmol for the 1.5 fmol experiments and 1.04±0.37 fmol for the 1
fmol experiments. The experimental limit of detection for the catalase-based TELISA using 10 mM of
substrate was calculated to be 260 attomoles. Determination of enzyme parameters through calibration
is a necessary step to track changing enzyme kinetic characteristics and improves on previous methods
to determine label enzyme amounts on the calorimeter platform. The results obtained using modelsystem signal analysis for calibration lead to significantly improved nanocalorimeter platform
performance.
Introduction
Enzyme linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) are the gold standard for detecting and
quantifying biological markers in samples, including antigens, antibodies, proteins, and cancer
biomarkers [1] [2]. Most commercially-available ELISA kits utilize enzyme conjugated reagents (e.g.
antibodies) specific for a target analyte to produce a colorimetric, chemiluminescent, or fluorescent
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signal that can be quantified using a microtiter plate reader. One of the most common enzymes used in
optical ELISAs is horseradish peroxidase (HRP, EC 1.11.1.7), which catalytically reduces hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) with electrons donated from a second substrate that subsequently undergoes a
colorimetric change to produce a quantifiable optical signal for the ELISA. Mattiason, et al. first
developed an ELISA with a calorimetric readout, and called it a Thermometric ELISA (TELISA) [3]. TELISA
produces a direct readout from the heat produced by the enzymatic reaction. The original TELISA
calorimetric biosensor used flow-through columns with immobilized enzymes, requiring large sample
volumes greater than a finger prick, ambient temperature controls, and external pumps for liquid
handling. Although the design of the TELISA successfully demonstrated a proof-of-principle, the design
was not suited for use in point-of-care (POC) applications [4]. Advances in micromanufacturing have
made possible the development of microfluidic calorimeters that can be used as platforms to carry out
TELISA. Nanocalorimeter-based TELISAs can rapidly detect small temperature changes in enzyme-based
immunoassays to produce fast, quantifiable electronic readouts [5] [6]. As such, microfabricated devices
used to carry out TELISAs can be competitive with traditional ELISAs. Nestorova, et al. showed the
feasibility of TELISA without complex temperature control in determining the 8-hydroxy-2deoxyguansoine (8OHdG) levels in urine [7]. Xu, et al. utilized flow-injection analysis TELISA to detect
Diazepam in beverages, achieving a limit of detection (LOD) of 43.8 picomoles with minimal sample
pretreatment [8]. Both systems take advantage of TELISA for rapid results without expensive imaging
equipment. However, both require external pumps for liquid sample handling, limiting the approach to a
lab setting.
ELISAs can be used to quantify a wide range of molecules using well-characterized enzymatic
reactions to correlate the amount of enzyme present in an assay to the amount of target (e.g. an
antigen) in a sample. Enzyme-linked antibodies are commonly used in traditional ELISAs as reporter
molecules to directly or indirectly detect a target analyte. Since enzymes used in ELISAs produce heat as
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a byproduct of an enzyme catalyzed reaction, a calorimeter becomes an easily adaptable and
customizable platform to detect enzymes, as indicators of antigen presence, in TELISAs. Hydrogen
peroxide is a commonly used substrate in ELISAs. It is ideal due to its high reaction enthalpy (-98 kJ/mol)
and large catalog of reactive enzymes (e.g. catalase, or HRP, etc.). Catalase (CAT, EC 1.11.1.6) catalyzes
the decomposition of H2O2 into water and oxygen, a well characterized reaction. While HRP requires an
enzyme donor in addition to H2O2, the single substrate reaction of CAT simplifies the reaction chemistry
involved, aiding in nanocalorimeter assay design, electronic signal acquisition and data interpretation.
CAT also features faster turnover rates than HRP, so small amounts of the enzyme can turn over more
substrate quickly. This has the potential to improve sensitivity when labeling small amounts of target
analyte with an enzyme. CAT becomes inactivated after catalyzing 107 hydrogen peroxide molecules,
adding a complication to the assay when using high substrate concentrations over a long duration [9].
We have successfully developed highly sensitive nanocalorimeter TELISA platforms to detect
herceptin and phenylalanine in serum [10] [11]. The devices featured a small profile, required nanoliter
volumes of sample, and were mass produced by standard batch microfabrication techniques. Previous
work showed a calorimeter thermal time constant of 325 ms and an energy sensitivity of 1.4 nJ/Hz1/2.
For comparison purposes, this translaties to a LOD of 25 femtomoles (fmol) for an acid-base
neutralization reaction [10]. Nanocalorimeter fluid handling was driven by capillary forces, and assay
readouts were obtained via direct voltages. Although the nanocalorimeter platform’s performance has
been explored and is well understood, determining the enzyme amount is challenging. Previously,
enzyme-based calorimeter assays were simplified using a phenomenological approach by solely
measuring the total amount of substrate consumed or the decay time for the first several seconds of a
heat/voltage generating reaction to determine results. This added potential sources of error did not
exploit the full time course and required assays based on reactions with high enthalpies and fast
kinetics. In our previous studies, modeling using radial 2D simulation guided our nanocalorimeter
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platform design. However, that approach did not apply to the nanocalorimeter’s microfluidic channel
geometry and did not include the kinetics of chemical reactions.
In the present study, we incorporate finite element numerical modeling simulating both the
enzyme reaction, substrate diffusion, and the physical characteristics of a capillary-driven POC
calorimeter platform. We use a single comprehensive model to interrogate the Michaelis-Menten
governed enzyme kinetic reaction to determine the entire time course of the assay for the first time to
extract the enzyme amount. We demonstrate the use of model-assisted signal analysis to calibrate
enzyme kinetics for experimental sets and determine enzyme amounts correlated to a target substance
in a TELISA operation. This complete analytical approach allowed us to reduce the LOD to attomole
levels on our nanocalorimeter platform.
Experimental Section
Nanocalorimeter Platform Layout
Figure 1A shows a top-down representation of the nanocalorimeter platform base. The platform
consists of a thermally isolated reaction zone with a differential thermopile to measure reaction
enthalpies. The reaction zone is integrated in a microfluidic channel which consists of two thin
membranes separated by two strips of thick photoresist forming the channel walls. The two membranes
are supported by a silicon wafer. Anisotropic etching of the silicon above and below the calorimeter
location forms a suspended membrane, and the bismuth (Bi) and titanium (Ti) thermopile is deposited
to form the calorimeter. A second thin layer of Su-8 encapsulates the thermopile, ensuring the
nanocalorimeter is isolated electrically and protected from chemical reactions occurring on the
platform. Walls complete a Su-8 polymer-lined microfluidic channel for substrate delivery to the
reaction zone above the calorimeter (Figure 1B). The nanocalorimeter senses temperature differences
using a 27 junction Bi/Ti thermopile (Figure 1C). Sensing and reference junctions are arranged in 500 μm
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diameter semicircles. The low thermal conductance and thin profile of the membrane minimizes heat
flux away from the sensing elements into the silicon base, thermally isolating the reaction zone on the
nanocalorimeter to ensure high sensitivity. Both junction sets are located in the microfluidic channel,
which allows for compensation for unwanted reaction enthalpies in differential calorimetry. We used
this to subtract the heat of dissolution by exposing the reference junctions with denatured enzyme [10].
The thermopile self-generates a voltage difference proportional to a difference in temperature
between the sensing and reference junctions. The output voltage is amplified by a 10,000x custom-built
low noise amplifier, and recorded using a custom National Instruments LabVIEW software module. In
order to verify our results from modeling and determine the LOD for TELISA on the nanocalorimeter

Figure 1. (A) Nanocalorimeter platform consisting of an Su-8 polymer thin membrane on a silicon base, Su-8 walls, and a thermopile
calorimeter. (B) A second Su-8 membrane on silicon seated on the walls form a microfluidic channel around the calorimeter. The thin
membrane thermally isolates the reaction zone and calorimeter sensing and reference junctions from the environment. Liquid placed
at entrance to the microfluidic channel is drawn in by capillary forces, filling the channel without external pumps. (C) The calorimeter
consists of a 27 junction Bi/Ti thermopile in differential format. Sensing junctions and reference junctions are each arranged in a
semicircle on the freestanding thin membrane. The temperature difference between the sensing junctions and reference junctions
generates a proportional voltage differential between the thermopile contacts.
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platform, simplified experiments measuring amounts of enzyme were performed using CAT and
hydrogen peroxide. Experiments were performed on the platform by first depositing a 10 nl volume of
enzyme on to the area directly above the nanocalorimeter sensing junctions. Once the small volume was
dried, the lid was added to form the microfluidic channel and the platform was connected to the
electrical amplifier. 650 nl of substrate was placed at the entrance to the microfluidic channel and
drawn in by capillary force, filling the entire channel. This filling created a large signal artifact lasting
approximately 100 milliseconds, obscuring any signal during that time. The reaction began when the

Figure 2. 3D calorimeter platform model constructed in COMSOL Multiphysics. (A) The microfluidic channel liquid is represented in
the model by a block designated as water for physical and thermal properties and assigned an initial homogeneous substrate
concentration. (B) The nanocalorimeter platform, consisting of the base, lid, walls, and membrane containing the calorimeter
thermopiles, was added to the microfluidic channel liquid. (C) The sensing and reference junctions are simplified to uniform half
circles that average the temperature differences between them. The Bi/Ti thermopile tracks between the junctions are modeled in
the volume between the two half-circles. Top-down (D) and cross-section (E) spatial distribution of heat at 0.43 seconds, at which
temperature difference between the reference and sensing junctions was the greatest.
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substrate reconstitutes the dried enzyme, producing heat in the reaction volume above the sensing
junctions.
Model Construction
To model TELISA performed on the platform, a 3D model was constructed in COMSOL
Multiphysics. Figure 2A shows the model representation of the sample liquid within the microfluidic
channel consisting of a block 2355 μm wide by 3000 μm long by 50 μm tall. A cylindrical volume of
diameter 500 μm and height 5 μm in the channel liquid is designated as the reaction zone, where the
enzymatic reaction governed by Michaelis-Menten kinetics occurs. The microfluidic channel liquid and
reaction zone was defined as water to properly simulate the diffusion of substrate and enzyme, as well
as heat capacity and thermal conductivity to compute temperature profiles. The 3D model was then
extended to include the calorimeter platform (Figure 2B) and assigned material-related thermal
conductivities Gi, taken from our previous modeling effort, to simulate the calorimeter platform’s
thermal response to the heat input from the enzymatic reaction [10]. The liquid channel was confined
by the two thin Su-8 membranes and the two Su-8 channel walls with thermal conductance Gmem, and
the sensing thermocouple junctions were embedded within the membrane. The sensing and reference
junction areas were simplified as cylinders within the membrane with effective thermal conductance
Gjunct, and the thermopile tracks as a rectangular block between them with effective thermal
conductance Gtherm, as seen in Figure 2C. This can be done because the thermocouples within the
differential thermopile calorimeter add temperature differences, but in a manner that makes a
temperature difference at one pair of thermocouples indistinguishable from another in the generated
signal. Due to the thermocouples’ close proximities to each other and the high thermal conductivity of
the aqueous environment above them, the sensing and reference junctions can each be simplified to
uniform regions that average the temperature differences between them in an amplified voltage signal.
The effective conductance Gjunct and Gtherm were determined by the proportional volumes of the
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membrane, Bi, and Ti within the respective regions. The lid and base were designated as silicon and the
membrane as Su-8 polymer for the material properties required to simulate heat flow through the
platform. The portions of the membrane embedded with the nanocalorimeter were assigned their
specific heat and thermal conductivity values for the respective ratios of Su-8, bismuth, and titanium
within each volume.
Model Operation and Data Processing
Thermal ELISA reactions were simulated using the COMSOL Transport of a Diluted Species
physics suite, which models the concentration field of a dilute solute in a solvent. The microfluidic
channel liquid was assigned a homogeneous initial concentration of a substrate. A chemical reaction was
assigned within the reaction volume, which reduced the substrate concentration over time as defined by
the Michaelis-Menten kinetics of the enzyme to be simulated. CAT was explored. The simulation was run
for 30 seconds, with the reaction beginning at t = 0.05 s to offset for the filling noise. In order to find the
amount of substrate consumed by the reaction, the substrate was integrated across the microfluidic
channel liquid and subtracted from the integral of the previous time point. This change in substrate per
Δt was multiplied by the enthalpy of the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide to find the heat produced
by the reaction and assigned as an energy source located within the reaction zone. Using the COMSOL
Heat Transfer in Solids suite, the heat transfer through conduction, convection, and radiation was
simulated, shown in Figure 2D. The differential temperature between the sensing and reference
junctions was multiplied by the total calorimeter Seebeck coefficient to yield a predicted electrical
output signal. The cross section in Figure 2E demonstrates that the 50 µm high microfluidic channel
generates a large heat gradient from the reaction zone across the width of the channel, creating the
temperature difference measured between the sensing and reference junctions. Thus, the refence
junctions can be located within the same channel for differential calorimetry, instead of being thermally
anchored to the silicon substrate. For a TELISA at a given substrate level, the model can be varied over
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inputs of enzyme amount (Ea), enzyme turnover rate (kcat), and the inactivation factor (InF). The
inactivation factor models the inactivation of catalase after (InFx107)-1 number of turnover events. The
modeled signal y’ was compared to experimental TELISA signal y by root mean square error (RMSE).
𝑔(𝐸𝑎, 𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑡, 𝐼𝑛𝐹) = 𝑦′(𝑛)
𝑡 = 𝑛 ∗ ∆𝑡

∑𝑛(𝑦 − 𝑦 ′ )2
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √ 1
𝑛
Catalase Experiment
Bovine liver catalase was obtained from Fisher Scientific (2190015MU). All solutions were made
using 1x PBS Buffer (Thermo Scientific 28348). Suspended CAT was allowed to dry over the sensing
thermocouple junctions of the calorimeter, and the capillary channel was assembled. The channel was
then filled with dilute H2O2 by placing a drop at the entrance of the channel and allowing capillary forces
to draw the liquid in. The voltage of the thermopile was recorded over time. After a voltage peak the
signal then formed a baseline dependent on the diffusion of substrate into the reaction zone, the
reaction rate of the enzyme, and the active enzyme amount remaining after inactivation from past
turnover events.
Results and Discussion
Enzyme-Based Model Operation
Diffusion modeling shown in Figure 3A shows the progression of substrate concentration within
the microfluidic channel over the time course of the simulation. Beginning with a homogeneous
concentration (a), the H2O2 within the reaction zone was consumed within the first second (b-f). The
reaction then sharply slowed as substrate diffused into the reaction zone (g-k). The change in H2O2
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Figure 3. (A) Cross sections across the width of the microfluidic channel show the H2O2 depletion over time. (B) Total
substrate consumed over time (left axis) was converted to the energy released within the reaction zone (right axis). A
quick spike of heat was released (a-b), then quickly decreased as all initial substrate within the reaction zone was
consumed (c-h). Substrate slowly diffused into the reaction zone and was quickly consumed, approaching a steady state (ik). (C) Temperature difference between sensing and reference junctions (left axis) and predicted voltage generated by the
thermopile during the reaction (right axis). (D) RMSE minimization found the best fit over the full 30 seconds of simulation,
allowing for the enzyme parameter kcat determination. (E) Model and experiment comparison for 1 mM initial H2O2 and
10 femtomoles catalase. Results from the calorimeter response model (red dashed) closely match experimental (blue)
data.

concentration was converted to the total substrate consumed (Figure 3B, left axis), and multiplied by
the reaction enthalpy to find the energy produced by the reaction over time (Figure 3B, right axis). A
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quick spike of heat was released (a-b), then quickly decreased as all initial substrate within the reaction
zone was consumed (c-h). Substrate slowly diffused into the reaction zone and was quickly consumed,
approaching a steady state (i-k). The energy curve was assigned as a heat source within the reaction
volume, where it produced a change in temperature set by the specific heat of the liquid, which was
treated as water due to the dilute nature of the H2O2 substrate. Heat diffusion through the connected
membrane and surrounding liquid was simulated, governed by the assigned thermal conductivities.
Figure 3C shows the temperature difference between the sensing and reference regions of the
membrane (left axis), which was converted to a predicted calorimeter signal by multiplying by the
Seebeck coefficient of the thermopile. With the inputs of substrate concentration, enzyme amount, and
kcat, the model predicts the full time course of the reaction as measured by the nanocalorimeter
platform.
Validation of Numerical Model
The model was first evaluated at a substrate concentration of 1 mM H2O2 to avoid enzyme inactivation
effects. The enzyme amount of 10 fmol CAT quickly consumed the local substrate within the enzyme
volume, then was limited by diffusion. In order to minimize the error between predicted and the
experimentally-measured signals, the kcat value governing the rate of the CAT reaction was iterated
over a range of values (Figure 3D). RMSE was minimized at a kcat value of 260,000 1/s. The temperature
difference between sensing and reference junctions produced a simulated signal that closely followed
the experimental signal (Figure 3E). This confirms the model has improved from previous iteration [10]
to include enzyme kinetics, extending its utility from calorimeter sensitivity modeling to include enzymebase assay design and model-assisted determination of assay results.
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Model Adaptation at High Substrate Concentration
Increased H2O2 increased the maximum
rate of turnover, which produced a greater
magnitude signal. This would increase the
sensitivity of a TELISA performed on the
nanocalorimeter platform. The effect lessens as
the substrate concentration approaches the
enzyme Km constant, when the enzyme is

Figure 4. Time course of calorimeter output (blue) at
substrate concentration of 10 mM H2O2 and simulated
signals with (red dashed) and without (red dotted)
enzyme deactivation.

saturated with substrate. This sets an upper limit
of the Km value of 93 mM H2O2 [12]. At substrate

concentrations greater than 10 mM, the oxygen gas produced by the reaction formed bubbles within
the reaction zone. These bubbles reduce and move the reaction zone away from the sensing junctions of
the calorimeter and were impossible to model, so initial substrate concentrations were limited to 10
mM. CAT deactivates in the presence of high concentrations of H2O2 [13] and after approximately 107
turnover events [9]. By adding a component that reduced the amount of active enzyme proportionally
to the change in substrate concentration (inactivation factor InF), model results improved in matching
experiments using high H2O2 concentrations. As seen in Figure 4, TELISA with 10 mM H2O2 model and
experimental results agreed with enzyme parameters of Km of 93 mM, kcat of 100x103 1/s, and
deactivation after 4x107 turnover events. We have observed loss of activity in CAT over time, and
enzyme degradation is accelerated by a number of factors, so the change in kcat from previous runs was
expected [14] [15].
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Model-Assisted TELISA
TELISA relies on knowing the reaction kinetics of the enzyme generating the heat-producing
change. These characteristics can be determined by calibrating the reaction with a known enzyme
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amount. CAT-based TELISA experiments were performed at 10 mM H2O2 substrate levels on multiple
devices and days. In order to calibrate for differences in enzyme and platform performance, TELISA
experimental results with the known amount of 2.5 fmol CAT were compared to model results iterated
over ranges of kcat and InF values. RMSE was minimized, as seen in Figure 5A, and model-determined
best fit kcat and InF values were then used to determine unknown Ea values for the subsequent TELISA
experiments run on the same device and day. Over four discrete runs (n=4), minimized model RMSE
(Figure 5B-E) returned 1.80±0.54 fmol for the 1.5 fmol experiments and 1.04±0.37 fmol for the 1 fmol
experiments. We estimate the primary source in error to be related to experimental factors. The TELISA
protocol required repeated deposition of exact volumes of enzyme, and pipette calibration showed an
average error of 6.5%. This, combined with inaccuracies in weighing reagents and differences in
placement location of the enzyme in relation to the calorimeter sensing junctions, all contributed to the
error seen in the TELISA results.
Determining TELISA Limit of Detection
The LOD of the CAT-based TELISA at 10 mM
substrate was calculated as the enzyme amount
where the average standard deviation (Figure 6,
dashed red line) of the model-assisted determination
of the enzyme amount intersected with the x axis. At
the intersection, the signal generated by the enzyme
is dominated by background noise. The experimental
Figure 6. LOD for CAT-based TELISA on a nanocalorimeter
platform. Experimental error determined using fixed
substrate concentrations of 10 mM H2O2 and multiple
experiments. The LOD of 260 attomoles of CAT was
found where the average standard deviation (red
dashed) of the model-assisted determination of the
enzyme amount intersected with the x axis.

LOD was found to be 260 attomoles. This is a
considerable improvement over the 25 fmol acidbase neutralization LOD reported earlier [10].
Furthermore, this represents a significant
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improvement on the 43.8 picomole LOD of the flow-through TELISA assay [8]. The improvement is due
to the model assisted interpretation of a reaction occurring over time and enzyme calibration instead of
phenomenological determination of either the signal peak or decay time constant [10] [11]. The
calibration step accounted for changes in the enzyme activity at the times of the experiments. The
majority of this error is experimental in nature, and unrelated to the device-based model calibration and
determination. These mainly include volume and location inconsistencies when depositing the enzyme
onto the nanocalorimeter platform. Enzyme diffusion out of the reaction zone was not considered by
the model, which would reduce the calorimeter signal over time. Catalase diffuses much slower than
H2O2 due to the relative molecular sizes, but this could have introduced error between the experimental
and simulated signals since we are considering a longer reaction time course. Enzyme diffusion
simulation can be added to the model, but future work plans to include enzyme immobilization to the
sensing region surface to retain activity within the reaction zone and eliminate signal falloff [16]. The 10
mM substrate assay can be used from the LOD to a maximum of 3 femtomoles, when the reaction forms
oxygen bubbles at the reaction site, affecting the heat signal. The range of the assay can be extended by
reducing the substrate concentration, allowing for higher enzyme amounts to be probed. By using the
model to investigate 30 seconds of data for enzyme amount determination, assay design was no longer
limited to enzyme:substrate ratios that produce a large initial spike of signal. TELISA results were also
adjusted for changing enzyme kinetics and platform conditions by determining enzyme kinetics as model
inputs with a calibration experiment of a known amount of enzyme.
Conclusion
A finite element numerical model was constructed to compute the calorimeter response to an
enzyme reaction. The simulated calorimeter signal closely follows experimental results for CAT.
Determination of enzyme parameters through calibration is a necessary step to improve the robustness
of the modeling and track changing enzyme kinetic characteristics. Model-assisted TELISA improves on
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previous methods to determine label enzyme amounts on the calorimeter platform. Our high resolution
nanocalorimeter platform, combined with modeling, demonstrates a limit of detection of 260 attomoles
of CAT for a TELISA. Future work will focus on point-of-care applications for this adaptable TELISA
platform, based on CAT or HRP as a reporter.
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Chapter V: Nanocalorimeter-Based Adaptable Point of Care Biosensor Platform4

By:
Evan Kazura, Ray Mernaugh, and Franz Baudenbacher

Chapter V bridges the gap between the nanocalorimeter platform described in Chapters II-IV
and implementing a point-of-care biosensor. Even with the perfusion of the microfluidic channel
powered by capillary forces, the capillary calorimeter platform fell short of point-of-care operation.
Volume control requirements were reduced to nanoliters from picoliters, but volumetric and spatial
precision when depositing enzyme remained essential to experimental results. Filling the channel
produced a large filling artifact, large positive and negative signal swings that obscured the first 500 ms
of experimental signal. Finally, the reaction was still limited by small volume of deposition or capture of
the reactive enzymes. In order to simplify fluid handling during the operation of the capillary
calorimeter, we developed a new method for delivering the sample liquid to the reaction zone within
the microfluidic channel. By wicking liquid out of the microfluidic channel by paper capillary forces, new
sample could be brought to the calorimeter sensing area after the channel had been filled. This allows
for multistep assays to be performed on the platform with continuous temperature monitoring. Because
the channel defines the volume of liquid, water and substrate volumes can be pipetted by hand instead
of being dispensed using a high-precision instrument, such as a Picospritzer II. The filling artifact was
reduced in magnitude, but it was not determined exactly what causes it. In order to advance the POC
adaptation and increase the sensitivity of the assay, we developed a method of localizing the labelling
enzyme to the sensing junction during setup and operation using magnetic beads to bind to the target
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analyte in larger sample volumes, which are then captured on the bottom surface of the microfluidic
channel with a stationary conical rare earth neodymium magnet.
Abstract
Point-of-care diagnostics is an important field of biomedical research, delivering rapid results in
nonlaboratory settings. Common tests are made faster to run and without trained technicians and
expensive, large, or rare equipment. Our previous work has advanced towards a calorimeter-based
biosensor platform adaptable for biomedical applications in a POC format. Detailed here is adaptation of
the capillary-powered calorimeter platform for operation as a configurable POC biosensor. We
developed a technique to perform multi-reagent assays powered solely by capillary forces by wicking
reagents into a microfluidic channel using paper. The wicking technique also opens up the possibility for
design of multi-step assays, including capture of target analytes on functionalized surfaces and wash
steps, all with an assembled platform and the ability to monitor the calorimeter signal throughout.
Advancing the POC operation of the platform, superparamagnetic beads were successfully captured on
the surface of the microfluidic channel. Magnetic bead delivery of the enzyme catalyzing the signalproducing reaction eliminated prohibitively precise liquid volume and placement controls. Successful
delivery of a target, such as a reporter enzyme, to the calorimeter using micron sized beads is a
significant leap in the application of the platform as a POC tool. The result is a highly adaptable
nanocalorimeter based platform for POC biomedical assays.
Introduction
Point-of-care (POC) diagnostics, an important field of biomedical research, deliver rapid results
in nonlaboratory settings. Common tests are made faster to run and without trained technicians and
expensive, large, or rare equipment [1]. POC diagnostics represented a worldwide market of over $15.5
billion in 2013, and improved connectivity has only increased its potential [2] [3]. The largest segment is
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blood glucose monitoring, which allows patients to monitor and regulate blood glucose levels anywhere
[4] [5]. User-friendly, portable, efficient, and inexpensive devices are needed for rapid diagnostic
applications in a range of fields, including rapid disease diagnosis, chronic condition monitoring,
environmental monitoring, and food safety [1] [6].
Biosensors are the basis for most POC diagnostic technologies. Biosensors are devices that
incorporate biological systems to detect and quantify chemicals. The most commonly used biological
systems are antibodies or enzymes, which are used to interact with the target analytes. An enzymatic
reaction with the analyte of interest produces a quantifiable signal transduced by one of several
different methods, including electrochemical, optical, or calorimetric [7] [8] [9]. Calorimeters directly
measure the heat produced by the enzymatic reaction, eliminating the need for secondary or labeling
transductions as most optical methods do [10]. The most commonly used enzymes produce heat of
reactions in the range of 20-300 kJ/mol substrate, making for easy adaptation for sensing by
calorimeters [11]. Calorimetric biosensors of the past measured clinically-relevant levels of cholesterol,
urea, lactate, and glucose in blood samples, but relied on flow-through columns and required large
sample volumes (>0.5 ml), temperature controls, complex pumping systems, and were only suited to the
laboratory setting [12] [13] [7] [14]. Advances in chip calorimetry miniaturize the calorimetry process,
reducing sample consumption and device time constants and pushing minimum detectable energies to
the nJ range [15] [16] [17]. A few calorimetric biosensors suited to POC have been developed, but either
fall short of easy nonlaboratory operation through requiring off-chip fluid handling, power sources, or
ambient temperature controls, or have assay sensitivities below clinically relevant levels of the target
analyte [18] [19] [20].
Our previous work has advanced towards a calorimeter-based biosensor platform adaptable for
biomedical applications in a POC format. A differential thermopile calorimeter on a thin membrane was
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designed with an open free-standing drop for nanoliter reaction volumes [21]. The therapeutic antibody
trastuzumab was quantified in human serum by a highly sensitive sandwich thermometric enzymelinked immunosorbent assay (TELISA) with a limit of detection better than physiological levels. However,
picoliter-precise volume control of the reagents was required, and the reaction chamber needed to be
sealed in order to stabilize the sample drop long enough to perform the reaction. Assay sensitivity was
limited by the small area available above the calorimeter sensor junctions for surface functionalization,
capping the amount of capturable target. Reagent injection also increased drop volume and evaporation
slowly decreased it over time, causing a signal baseline shift which required signal post-processing
adjustment for removal. A redesigned platform replaced the free-standing drop with a microfluidic
channel, sacrificing increased heat flux away from the sensing area for elimination of noise from
evaporation [22]. The calorimeter reference junctions were also moved to within the channel, allowing
for the elimination of common mode noise and unwanted sources of heat, such as from dissolution. The
liquid substrate was drawn into microfluidic channel by capillary forces, reducing volume control
requirements from picoliters to nanoliters. However, volumetric and spatial precision when depositing
enzyme remained essential to experimental results. Additionally, filling the channel produced a large
filling artifact, large positive and negative signal swings that obscured the first 500 ms of experimental
signal, and the reaction was still limited by the small volume of deposition for the reactive enzyme.
Detailed here is adaptation of the capillary-powered channel calorimeter platform for operation
as an adaptable POC biosensor. A filter paper wick creates capillary-powered fluidics with no external
pumps that can deliver different substrates to the calorimeter in series. We also demonstrate magnetic
bead capture at the calorimeter sensing junctions, eliminating strict volume controls for reagent delivery
and allowing for hand pipetting of all liquids. For the first time, a POC highly sensitive TELISA is possible
through delivery of the target analyte by functionalized magnetic beads, fluid handling powered entirely
by capillary forces, and intuitive operation by hand pipetting of reagents.
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Methods
The nanocalorimeter platform was constructed as described in Kazura, et al. using standard
microfabrication techniques [22]. Phosphate buffered saline, 20x (PBS, cat. #28348) were ordered from
Thermo Fisher Scientific and diluted down to 1x concentration. Streptavidin-coupled Dynabeads (2.8 µm
diameter, cat. #65306) were obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Rare earth magnets obtained from
supermagnetman.com. The magnet was positioned with a micromanipulator but remained stationary
during experiments.
Results and Discussion
Wicking Fluid Handling
We developed a technique to perform multi-reagent assays powered solely by capillary forces
generated by a microfluidic channel and paper wicks. The nanocalorimeter was constructed on a thin
Su-8 membrane and enveloped with another thin layer of Su-8. 50 µm-high Su-8 rectangular strips form
walls, and a flat lid encloses the calorimeter sensing and reference areas in a microfluidic channel [22].
A small strip of filter paper was placed at one end of the channel, ensuring some part of the paper
resided within the channel volume (figure 1A). A drop of liquid placed in contact with the other end of
the microfluidic channel was drawn in by capillary forces (figure 1B), and the simple geometry produced
consistent filling with no bubble formation. When the forward edge of the channel liquid reached the
paper, it was immediately wicked out of the channel (figure 1C). The remaining volume of the drop was
drawn in, until the surface tension forces at the entrance of the channel counteracted the wicking
action, leaving the channel fully filled (figure 1D). Placing another liquid drop at the channel entrance
broke the balance of the forces and resumed the wicking of the channel liquid out through the paper
wick (figure 1E-F). This drew in the newly introduced liquid sample, replacing the channel volume (figure
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1G). Two lids were used in the course of the wicking technique experiments. A glass lid allowed for
visual monitoring of channel, but the slightly hydrophobic surface of the lid coupled with the very

Figure 1. Diagram of paper wicking for multistep calorimetric assay. (A) Overview of the nanocalorimeter platform with
perfused microfluidic channel. (B) A drop of liquid placed at the entrance to the microfluidic channel is quickly pulled in by
capillary forces. (C) When the liquid reaches the paper wick, capillary forces pull liquid from the channel up the wick and
drawing the remaining volume into the channel. (D) The surface tension forces at the entrance of the channel counteract the
wicking action, leaving the channel fully filled. (E) A drop of reactive substrate is placed at the entrance of the channel,
breaking the surface tension forces and restarting the wicking action. (F) The channel is completely perfused with the
reactive substrate, beginning the heat-producing reaction at the surface of the nanocalorimeter. (G) Once the excess liquid is
pulled into the channel, surface tension forces again halt the wicking, and the reaction continues in a stable fluidic
environment.

hydrophobic rest of the Su-8-covered channel drew liquid in to fully fill the channel, but the liquid then
retreated from the wick. Moving the edge of the liquid closer or over the sensing or reference areas
affected the signal. The issue appeared to be solved by switching to the Su-8-coated silicon lids used
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previously [22]. Oxygen plasma treatment of the Su-8 produced a hydrophilic surface at the top of the
channel.
Previous experiments were limited in design to a single perfusion of the channel, as there was no
way of exchanging the liquid within the microfluidic channel once it was filled without disassembling the
platform. Under this mode of operation, the enzyme catalyzing the reaction needed to be present in the
channel before perfusion, and therefore needed to be stable in a dry environment. Molecules of similar
size but inert with regards to the reaction also needed to be placed at the reference area to mitigate the
heat of dissolution from affecting the early reaction signal. With the wicking technique, the channel can
be filled initially with a nonreactive liquid, such as PBS or water, to dissolve or wash the enzyme before
the reaction begins. The wicking technique also opens up the possibility for design of multi-step assays,
including capture of target analytes on functionalized surfaces and wash steps, all with an assembled
platform and the ability to monitor the calorimeter signal throughout.
Introduction of liquid to the microfluidic channel caused a large, unpredictable swing in the
calorimeter signal. This filling artifact masked any signal from the enzyme-based reaction for the first
500 ms after filling, preventing quick reactions from being quantified and reducing assay sensitivity.
Wicking PBS into an already-filled channel produced a small but longer filling artifact (figure 2A). Heated
(figure 2B) and cooled (figure 2C) PBS resulted in similar filling artifacts, ruling out temperature

Figure 2. Filling artifact nanocalorimeter signals for drawing in of (A) PBS at room temperature of 25.4 °C, (B) PBS heated to
46.9 °C, and (C) PBS cooled to 17.9 °C.
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differences between the liquid in the
channel and the volume wicked in as
the cause of the filling artifact signal.
However, this also confirmed the
robustness of the calorimeter to
eliminate common
mode noise. Wicking in a range of
volumes (n = 3) once again showed
Figure 3. As the volume of the liquid drawn into the channel increases,
the filling artifact occurs over a longer time (blue), while the amplitude
of the signal remains unchanged (green).

similar maximum signal voltages for the
filling artifacts, but extended time

courses as the volumes increased (figure 3). This indicates the flowing of the ionic solution may lead to a
voltage in the thermopile, but more testing is needed to confirm.
Magnetic bead delivery
Advancing the POC operation of
the platform, magnetic bead delivery of
the enzyme catalyzing the signalproducing reaction eliminated
prohibitively precise liquid volume and
placement controls. It was first
determined whether magnetic beads
could be captured using a stationary
magnet positioned below the thin
membrane of the platform. This would
enable a sandwich TELISA to be

Figure 4. Diagram of POC enzyme-based assay with off-chip binding
of enzyme label to magnetic beads, then capture to the calorimeter
surface by a stationary magnet positioned below the thin
membrane.
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performed on the platform (figure 4). The target analyte would be labelled by a functionalized enzyme,
such as horseradish peroxidase, and captured by functionalized magnetic beads. The enzyme-targetbead complexes would be washed and condensed down, then delivered to the microfluidic channel to
be captured above the calorimeter sensing junctions. A reactive substrate would be drawn into the
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channel, producing a heat signal dependent on the amount of enzyme labeling the target analyte. The
best results were achieved using a 25 mm diameter conical magnet with a 10 mm length of 46 SWG
steel wire as a flux focuser positioned 100 µm below the bottom of the Su-8 membrane (figure 5A-B).
Superparamagnetic beads were successfully captured on the surface of the microfluidic channel. In
figure 5C, the beads suspended in solution can be seen entering the microfluidic channel as capillary
forces draw the drop in. Figure
5D-G shows the beads begin collecting above flux focuser and condensing into a 600 µm diameter
reaction zone above the sensing junction of the calorimeter. The stabilized channel (figure 5H) showed
the bead capture was very effective in percentage collected and spatial aiming within the channel.
Successful delivery of a target, such as a reporter enzyme, to the calorimeter by bead is a significant
leap in the application of the platform as a POC tool. The stationary magnet required no moving
components once positioned, and positional aiming was just as accurate as placing enzyme by a
picospritzer-powered micropipette spatially controlled by a micromanipulator. All reagents were handpipetted, moving assay operation away from requiring skilled technicians in specific laboratory setups.
One of the primary limiting factors for the sensitivity of enzyme-based assays run on our platform has
been the nanoliter volume restriction in the sample being investigated [22] [21]. While our calorimeter
is one of the most sensitive, such small sample volumes translates to very small total amounts of target
analytes being detected. By using the wicking method to flow through a bead-containing drop larger
than the volume of the microfluidic channel, the total volume of target analyte was increased from
nanoliters to a microliter. The bead-containing liquid exceeded the total volume of the channel but was
captured to a much smaller area in the reaction zone by the magnetic forces. Further assay sensitivity
increases are expected by expanding the interrogated sample volume by capturing target analytes off
chip using functionalized beads in milliliter volumes, then concentrating down to a microliter for
introduction to the microfluidic channel on the calorimeter platform.
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Conclusion
Point-of-care diagnostics is an important field of biomedical research, delivering rapid results in
nonlaboratory settings. In order to advance the POC adaptation and increase the sensitivity of our
nanocalorimeter platform, we developed a method of localizing the labelling enzyme to the sensing
junction using magnetic beads captured on the bottom surface of the microfluidic channel. A paper wick
allowed for multiple perfusions of the microfluidic channel using capillary forces, opening up the
possibility for design of multi-step assays. Future work will apply the highly adaptable nanocalorimeterbased biosensor towards a POC biomedical assay.
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Chapter VI: Conclusions and Future Research

Summary of Findings
The goal of this dissertation has been the development of a nanocalorimeter platform and
adaptation of techniques for point-of-care biomedical applications. We have shown that it is possible to
achieve a minimum detectable power in the picowatt range and a time constant less than 100 ms for a
differential thermopile calorimeter constructed on a thin polymer membrane with an open drop liquid
sample configuration. Integration of a closed fluidic channel reduced performance by a factor of 3 but
made it possible for platform adaptation for POC biomedical applications. Finite element numerical
modeling helped optimize the design of the calorimeter platform and produced a novel way to quantify
target analytes in a TELISA. By combining the capillary fluidics with magnetic bead capture to deliver the
analyte to the reaction volume, the platform was adapted for POC use. The result is a calorimeter-based
biosensor that requires no external power sources, ambient temperature controls, or fluidic pumps, and
is adaptable for biomedical applications.
Towards Aim 1, we developed nanocalorimeter platform with capillary-driven fluid delivery.
Chapter II described the design and production of highly sensitive differential thermopile calorimeters
on a thin polymer membrane. Our optimized micromachined calorimeters had nL reaction volumes and
a minimum detectable power of 375 pW/Hz1/2. We demonstrated rapid quantification in a model system
of trastuzumab, a humanized monoclonal antibody used in the treatment of HER2 overexpressing breast
cancers, in human serum using a HER2 peptide mimetic. Trastuzumab concentration and the reaction
time constant correlated well and were used to determine trastuzumab concentrations. The limit of
detection for the TELISA was in μg/ml range of trastuzumab in human serum. TELISA allowed for a
simple readout, reduction in assay time, sample and reagent volumes but suffered from still using glass
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micropipettes and micromanipulators to perform the experiments. This impediment to ease-of-use
meant these devices would be limited to only the research lab without significant improvements. In
Chapter III, a new calorimeter platform was described using on-chip fluid handling powered by capillary
forces, an enclosed microfluidic reaction channel, and a differential thermopile calorimeter that
eliminates noise from evaporation. The capillary platform reduced the device performance by a factor of
3 from the drop platform, but still exceeded the next best microfluidic calorimeter. Both the sensing and
reference junctions of the thermopile were located within the microfluidic channel, eliminating errors
associated with sample evaporation and heat of dilution. We demonstrated device performance in a
model assay using catalase, achieving a threshold for hydrogen peroxide quantification of 50 µM. The
potential for our device as a POC blood test for metabolic diseases was shown through the
quantification of phenylalanine (Phe) in serum, an unmet necessary service in the management of
Phenylketonuria (PKU). Pegylated phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PEG-PAL) was utilized to react with
Phe, but reliable detection was limited to < 5mM due to low enzymatic activity.
Towards Aim 2, we determined sensitivity on the calorimeter platform through finite element
numerical modeling. Chapter IV tied the time course of the full enzyme reaction to the enzyme amount,
creating a novel method of assaying target analytes labeled with enzyme. This method improved the
quantitative nature of the enzyme-based assays run on our platform and their robustness to changing
conditions. Using finite element numerical modeling, we simulated an enzyme-catalyzed reaction within
the microfluidic channel of the capillary calorimeter platform, then converted the result to a heat
profile, assigned it to the reaction zone within the microfluidic channel, and calculated a calorimeter
signal based on the resulting temperature changes. This single comprehensive model interrogated the
Michaelis-Menten governed enzyme kinetic reaction to determine the entire time course of the assay
for the first time to extract the enzyme amount. Previously, results from the enzyme-based assays relied
on phenomenological measurements to determine the results and were susceptible to error from
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changing enzyme kinetics. The comprehensive model was used to calibrate for enzyme kinetics, and
then simulate the entire time course of the reaction. The model-simulated signal closely followed the
experimental signal after selecting for the enzyme turnover rate (kcat) and the inactivation factor (InF)
using a known label enzyme amount (Ea). The experimental limit of detection for the catalase-based
TELISA using 10 mM of substrate was calculated to be 260 attomoles. Determination of enzyme
parameters through calibration is a necessary step to track changing enzyme kinetic characteristics and
improves on previous methods to determine label enzyme amounts on the calorimeter platform. The
results obtained using model-system signal analysis for calibration lead to significantly improved
nanocalorimeter platform performance.
Towards Aim 3, we adapted the extraction of sample analyte and delivery to calorimeter for
point-of-care biosensor operation. The work presented in Chapter V simplified reagent delivery to
optimize the nanocalorimeter platform for point-of-care operation. Even with the perfusion of the
microfluidic channel powered by capillary forces, the capillary calorimeter platform fell short of point-ofcare operation. A paper wick at one entrance to the microfluidic channel drew excess liquid at the other
end into the channel until counteracted by the surface tension forces present within the channel. Pulling
fluid through the microfluidic channel using wicking paper reduced noise from the filling of the chamber
and allowed for multistep assays to be developed. Volume control requirements were reduced to
nanoliters from picoliters, but volumetric and spatial precision when depositing enzyme remained
essential to experimental results. In order to advance the POC adaptation and increase the sensitivity of
the assay, we developed a method of localizing the labelling enzyme to the sensing junction during
setup and operation using magnetic beads to bind to the target analyte, which were then captured on
the bottom surface of the microfluidic channel with a stationary conical rare earth neodymium magnet.
Because the channel defined the volume of liquid, water and substrate volumes were pipetted by hand
instead of being dispensed using a high-precision instrument, such as a Picospritzer II. While our
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calorimeter is one of the most sensitive, such small sample volumes translated to very small total
amounts of target analytes being detected. By using the wicking method to flow through a beadcontaining drop larger than the volume of the microfluidic channel, the total volume of target analyte
was increased from nanoliters to a microliter. The bead-containing liquid exceeded the total volume of
the channel but was captured to a much smaller area in the reaction zone by the magnetic forces.
Further assay sensitivity increases are expected by expanding the interrogated sample volume by
capturing target analytes off chip using functionalized beads in milliliter volumes, then concentrating
down to a microliter for introduction to the microfluidic channel on the calorimeter platform. For the
first time, a POC highly sensitive TELISA is possible through delivery of the target analyte by
functionalized magnetic beads, fluid handling powered entirely by capillary forces, and intuitive
operation by hand pipetting of reagents.
Future Research
The next step in development of the platform is adapting a TELISA towards a biomedical
application that would benefit from a POC assay. We used HRP in a sandwich TELISA in Chapter II, and
will use that trastuzumab assay to test the effects of the model-assisted enzyme determination, the
magnetic bead capture, and wicking microfluidics on the assay sensitivity and LOD. Now that the
modeling and proof of concept experiments have given us a full understanding of the TELISA signal, we
will seek out an established clinical assay to compare our POC approach to. One potential option arises
from our work with trastuzumab, which can increase risk of a myocardial infarction (MI) during
treatment for breast cancer. Elevated serum levels of the protein cardiac troponin I (cTnI) is an indicator
of myocardial necrosis that occurs during an MI, and its specificity makes it a key diagnostic biomarker.
Faster, more sensitive testing would aid doctors in diagnosing MI and directing treatment as quickly as
possible, before traditional ECG-based symptoms showed. A sandwich TELISA with HRP-label has great
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potential for detection of cTnI in serum, and we believe would be competitive with the gold standard
tests available today.
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Appendix A: COMSOL-generated MATLAB Code for Finite Element Numerical
Model

function out = model
%
% CapCal_Combined_MATLABcode_compact.m
%
% Model exported on Mar 16 2020, 10:59 by COMSOL 5.4.0.388.
import com.comsol.model.*
import com.comsol.model.util.*
model = ModelUtil.create('Model');
model.modelPath('E:\Evan');
model.label('CapCal_Combined_MATLABcode.mph');
model.param.set('chanvol', '((2355*10^-6)*(3000*10^-6)*(50*10^-6))[m^3]');
model.param.set('reactvol', 'pi*(5*10^-6)*(250*10^-6)^2[m^3]');
model.param.set('ReactEnth', '98000 [J/mol]');
model.param.set('c0', '1[mM]');
model.param.set('Ea', '2.5465e-6[mol/l]');
model.param.set('Km', '93[mmol/l]');
model.param.set('kcat', '212000[1/s]');
model.param.set('degredation_factor', '0.25');
model.component.create('comp1', false);
model.component('comp1').geom.create('geom1', 3);
model.component('comp1').mesh.create('mesh1');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').lengthUnit([native2unicode(hex2dec({'00'
'b5'}), 'unicode') 'm']);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('blk3', 'Block');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk3').label('Base Membrane');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk3').set('pos', [-1900 -950 -1.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk3').set('size', [3800 1900 1.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('blk10', 'Block');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk10').label('Base Membrane 1');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk10').set('pos', [-1900 -2950 1.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk10').set('size', [3800 2000 1.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('blk11', 'Block');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk11').label('Base Membrane 2');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk11').set('pos', [-1900 950 -1.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk11').set('size', [3800 2000 1.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('blk4', 'Block');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk4').label('Membrane/Thermopiles
cutout');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk4').set('pos', [-455 -390 -1.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk4').set('size', [910 780 1.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('dif2', 'Difference');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('dif2').label('Membrane');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('dif2').selection('input').set({'blk3'}
);
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model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('dif2').selection('input2').set({'blk4'
});
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('blk2', 'Block');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk2').label('Membrane/Thermopiles');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk2').set('pos', [-455 -390 -1.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk2').set('size', [910 780 1.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('blk5', 'Block');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk5').label('Left Channel Wall');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk5').set('pos', [-1597.5 -2810 0]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk5').set('size', [420 4870 50]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('blk6', 'Block');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk6').label('Right Channel Wall');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk6').set('pos', [1177.5 -2810 0]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk6').set('size', [420 4870 50]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('blk7', 'Block');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk7').label('Lid membrane');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk7').set('pos', [-1900 -1500 50]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk7').set('size', [3800 3000 1.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('blk8', 'Block');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk8').label('Silicon Base');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk8').set('pos', [-1900 -2950 501.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk8').set('size', [3800 5900 500]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('hex1', 'Hexahedron');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('hex1').label('Base Window');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('hex1').set('p', [-1225 1225 1225 -1225
-1082.4 1082.4 1082.4 -1082.4; 775 775 -775 -775 632.4 632.4 -632.4 -632.4; -501.5 501.5 -501.5 -501.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('dif3', 'Difference');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('dif3').label('Base');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('dif3').selection('input').set({'blk8'}
);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('dif3').selection('input2').set({'hex1'
});
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('hex2', 'Hexahedron');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('hex2').label('Lid Window');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('hex2').set('p', [-1225 1225 1225 -1225
-1082.4 1082.4 1082.4 -1082.4; 775 775 -775 -775 632.4 632.4 -632.4 -632.4; -501.5 501.5 -501.5 -501.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('mir1', 'Mirror');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('mir1').selection('input').set({'hex2'}
);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('mov1', 'Move');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('mov1').set('displz', 50);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('mov1').selection('input').set({'mir1'}
);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('blk9', 'Block');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk9').label('Silicon Lid');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk9').set('pos', [-1900 -1500 50]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk9').set('size', [3800 3000 500]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('dif4', 'Difference');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('dif4').label('Lid');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('dif4').selection('input').set({'blk9'}
);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('dif4').selection('input2').set({'mov1'
});
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('blk1', 'Block');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk1').label('Channel Liquid');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk1').set('pos', {'-2355/2' '-1500'
'0'});
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('blk1').set('size', [2355 3000 50]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('cyl1', 'Cylinder');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl1').label('Hot zone cutout');
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model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl1').set('pos', [-455 0 0]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl1').set('r', 250);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl1').set('h', 5);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('dif1', 'Difference');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('dif1').selection('input').set({'blk1'}
);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('dif1').selection('input2').set({'cyl1'
});
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('cyl2', 'Cylinder');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl2').label('Hot zone');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl2').set('pos', [-455 0 0]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl2').set('r', 250);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl2').set('h', 5);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('cyl3', 'Cylinder');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl3').label('Thermopile Hot
Junctions');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl3').set('pos', [-455 0 -1.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl3').set('r', 250);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl3').set('h', 1.5);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').create('cyl4', 'Cylinder');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl4').label('Thermopile Cold
Junctions');
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl4').set('pos', [455 0 -1.5]);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl4').set('r', 250);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').feature('cyl4').set('h', 1.5);
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').run;
model.component('comp1').geom('geom1').run('fin');
model.component('comp1').variable.create('var1');
model.component('comp1').variable('var1').set('c_change', '((root.c0comp1.c)*root.chanvol)*(6.02e23[1/mol])');
model.component('comp1').variable('var1').set('Ea_new', 'Ea((c_change*root.degredation_factor*(10^-7)*6.02e-23)[mol]/reactvol)');
model.component('comp1').variable('var1').set('heatsource', '(-(d(comp1.c,
t))*chanvol*ReactEnth)*(t>0.05)');
model.component('comp1').material.create('mat2', 'Common');
model.component('comp1').material.create('mat3', 'Common');
model.component('comp1').material.create('mat4', 'Common');
model.component('comp1').material.create('mat5', 'Common');
model.component('comp1').material.create('mat6', 'Common');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').selection.set([8 10]);
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func.create('eta',
'Piecewise');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func.create('Cp',
'Piecewise');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func.create('rho',
'Piecewise');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func.create('k',
'Piecewise');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func.create('cs',
'Interpolation');
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').selection.set([1 4]);
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').propertyGroup.create('Enu', 'Young''s
modulus and Poisson''s ratio');
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').propertyGroup.create('RefractiveIndex',
'Refractive index');
model.component('comp1').material('mat4').selection.set([2 3 5 6 7 9 14 15]);
model.component('comp1').material('mat5').selection.set([11]);
model.component('comp1').material('mat6').selection.set([12 13]);
model.component('comp1').common.create('amth_ht', 'AmbientThermalProperties');
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model.component('comp1').physics.create('tds', 'DilutedSpecies', 'geom1');
model.component('comp1').physics('tds').create('init2', 'init', 3);
model.component('comp1').physics('tds').feature('init2').selection.set([8 10]);
model.component('comp1').physics('tds').create('reac1', 'Reactions', 3);
model.component('comp1').physics('tds').feature('reac1').selection.set([10]);
model.component('comp1').physics.create('ht', 'HeatTransfer', 'geom1');
model.component('comp1').physics('ht').create('fluid1', 'FluidHeatTransferModel', 3);
model.component('comp1').physics('ht').feature('fluid1').selection.set([8 10]);
model.component('comp1').physics('ht').create('hs1', 'HeatSource', 3);
model.component('comp1').physics('ht').feature('hs1').selection.set([10]);
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').create('ftet2', 'FreeTet');
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').create('ftet3', 'FreeTet');
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').create('ftet4', 'FreeTet');
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').create('ftet5', 'FreeTet');
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet2').selection.geom('geom1', 3);
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet2').selection.set([2 3 6]);
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet2').create('size1', 'Size');
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet3').selection.geom('geom1', 3);
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet3').selection.set([9 10 11 12 13
14]);
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet3').create('size1', 'Size');
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet3').feature('size1').selection.set
([5 9 10 11 12 13 14]);
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet4').selection.geom('geom1', 3);
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet4').selection.set([1 4]);
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet4').create('size1', 'Size');
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet5').selection.geom('geom1', 3);
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet5').selection.set([7 8 15]);
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet5').create('size1', 'Size');
model.component('comp1').probe.create('dom1', 'Domain');
model.component('comp1').probe('dom1').selection.set([8 10]);
model.capeopen.label('Thermodynamics Package');
model.component('comp1').view('view1').set('renderwireframe', true);
model.component('comp1').view('view1').set('showgrid', false);
model.component('comp1').view('view1').set('transparency', true);
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').label('Water');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').set('family', 'water');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('eta').set('arg',
'T');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('eta').set('pieces
', {'273.15' '413.15' '1.3799566804-0.021224019151*T^1+1.3604562827E-4*T^24.6454090319E-7*T^3+8.9042735735E-10*T^4-9.0790692686E-13*T^5+3.8457331488E-16*T^6';
'413.15' '553.75' '0.00401235783-2.10746715E-5*T^1+3.85772275E-8*T^2-2.39730284E11*T^3'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('Cp').set('arg',
'T');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('Cp').set('pieces'
, {'273.15' '553.75' '12010.1471-80.4072879*T^1+0.309866854*T^2-5.38186884E4*T^3+3.62536437E-7*T^4'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('rho').set('arg',
'T');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('rho').set('pieces
', {'273.15' '553.75' '838.466135+1.40050603*T^1-0.0030112376*T^2+3.71822313E7*T^3'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('k').set('arg',
'T');
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model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('k').set('pieces',
{'273.15' '553.75' '-0.869083936+0.00894880345*T^1-1.58366345E-5*T^2+7.97543259E9*T^3'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('cs').set('table',
{'273' '1403'; ...
'278' '1427'; ...
'283' '1447'; ...
'293' '1481'; ...
'303' '1507'; ...
'313' '1526'; ...
'323' '1541'; ...
'333' '1552'; ...
'343' '1555'; ...
'353' '1555'; ...
'363' '1550'; ...
'373' '1543'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').func('cs').set('interp'
, 'piecewisecubic');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').set('dynamicviscosity',
'eta(T[1/K])[Pa*s]');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').set('ratioofspecifichea
t', '1.0');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').set('electricconductivi
ty', {'5.5e-6[S/m]' '0' '0' '0' '5.5e-6[S/m]' '0' '0' '0' '5.5e-6[S/m]'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').set('heatcapacity',
'Cp(T[1/K])[J/(kg*K)]');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').set('density',
'rho(T[1/K])[kg/m^3]');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').set('thermalconductivit
y', {'k(T[1/K])[W/(m*K)]' '0' '0' '0' 'k(T[1/K])[W/(m*K)]' '0' '0' '0'
'k(T[1/K])[W/(m*K)]'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').set('soundspeed',
'cs(T[1/K])[m/s]');
model.component('comp1').material('mat2').propertyGroup('def').addInput('temperature')
;
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').label('Silicon');
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').set('family', 'custom');
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').set('specular', 'custom');
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').set('customspecular', [0.7843137254901961 1
1]);
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').set('diffuse', 'custom');
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').set('customdiffuse', [0.6666666666666666
0.6666666666666666 0.7058823529411765]);
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').set('ambient', 'custom');
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').set('customambient', [0.6666666666666666
0.6666666666666666 0.7058823529411765]);
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').set('noise', true);
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').set('noisefreq', 1);
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').set('lighting', 'cooktorrance');
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').set('fresnel', 0.7);
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').set('roughness', 0.5);
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').propertyGroup('def').set('relpermeability',
{'1' '0' '0' '0' '1' '0' '0' '0' '1'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').propertyGroup('def').set('electricconductivi
ty', {'1e-12[S/m]' '0' '0' '0' '1e-12[S/m]' '0' '0' '0' '1e-12[S/m]'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').propertyGroup('def').set('thermalexpansionco
efficient', {'2.6e-6[1/K]' '0' '0' '0' '2.6e-6[1/K]' '0' '0' '0' '2.6e-6[1/K]'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').propertyGroup('def').set('heatcapacity',
'700[J/(kg*K)]');
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').propertyGroup('def').set('relpermittivity',
{'11.7' '0' '0' '0' '11.7' '0' '0' '0' '11.7'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').propertyGroup('def').set('density',
'2329[kg/m^3]');
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model.component('comp1').material('mat3').propertyGroup('def').set('thermalconductivit
y', {'130[W/(m*K)]' '0' '0' '0' '130[W/(m*K)]' '0' '0' '0' '130[W/(m*K)]'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').propertyGroup('Enu').set('youngsmodulus',
'170e9[Pa]');
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').propertyGroup('Enu').set('poissonsratio',
'0.28');
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').propertyGroup('RefractiveIndex').set('n',
'');
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').propertyGroup('RefractiveIndex').set('ki',
'');
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').propertyGroup('RefractiveIndex').set('n',
{'3.48' '0' '0' '0' '3.48' '0' '0' '0' '3.48'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat3').propertyGroup('RefractiveIndex').set('ki',
{'0' '0' '0' '0' '0' '0' '0' '0' '0'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat4').label('Su8');
model.component('comp1').material('mat4').propertyGroup('def').set('thermalconductivit
y', {'0.2' '0' '0' '0' '0.2' '0' '0' '0' '0.2'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat4').propertyGroup('def').set('density', '1123');
model.component('comp1').material('mat4').propertyGroup('def').set('heatcapacity',
'1200');
model.component('comp1').material('mat5').label('Su8/Ti/Bi Tracks');
model.component('comp1').material('mat5').propertyGroup('def').set('thermalconductivit
y', {'2.406' '0' '0' '0' '2.406' '0' '0' '0' '2.406'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat5').propertyGroup('def').set('density', '2346');
model.component('comp1').material('mat5').propertyGroup('def').set('heatcapacity',
'1034');
model.component('comp1').material('mat6').label('Su8/Ti/Bi Sensing');
model.component('comp1').material('mat6').propertyGroup('def').set('thermalconductivit
y', {'0.4607' '0' '0' '0' '0.4607' '0' '0' '0' '0.4607'});
model.component('comp1').material('mat6').propertyGroup('def').set('density', '1268');
model.component('comp1').material('mat6').propertyGroup('def').set('heatcapacity',
'1180');
model.component('comp1').common('amth_ht').label('Ambient Thermal Properties (ht)');
model.common('cminpt').label('Common model inputs 1');
model.component('comp1').physics('tds').prop('MassConsistentStabilization').set('glim_
mass', '(0.1[mol/m^3])/tds.helem');
model.component('comp1').physics('tds').prop('AdvancedSettings').set('BackCompState',
0);
model.component('comp1').physics('tds').feature('cdm1').set('DiffusionMaterialList',
'mat2');
model.component('comp1').physics('tds').feature('init1').set('initc', 'c0');
model.component('comp1').physics('tds').feature('init2').set('initc', 'c0');
model.component('comp1').physics('tds').feature('reac1').set('R_c', '(kcat*Ea_new*c)/(Km+c)*(t>0.05)');
model.component('comp1').physics('ht').prop('PhysicalModelProperty').set('BackCompStat
eT', 0);
model.component('comp1').physics('ht').prop('ConsistentStabilization').set('glim',
'(0.01[K])/ht.helem');
model.component('comp1').physics('ht').prop('RadiationSettings').set('opaque',
'ht.dfltopaque');
model.component('comp1').physics('ht').feature('hs1').set('Q0',
'(heatsource)/reactvol');
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('size').set('hauto', 4);
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet2').feature('size1').set('hauto',
4);
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet3').feature('size1').set('hauto',
2);
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').feature('ftet4').feature('size1').set('hauto',
8);
model.component('comp1').mesh('mesh1').run;
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model.component('comp1').probe('dom1').set('window', 'window1');
model.component('comp1').physics('tds').feature('cdm1').set('minput_temperature_src',
'userdef');
model.component('comp1').physics('ht').feature('solid1').set('minput_strainreferencete
mperature_src', 'userdef');
model.study.create('std1');
model.study('std1').create('param', 'Parametric');
model.study('std1').create('time', 'Transient');
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('activate', {'tds' 'on' 'ht' 'on'});
model.sol.create('sol1');
model.sol('sol1').study('std1');
model.sol('sol1').attach('std1');
model.sol('sol1').create('st1', 'StudyStep');
model.sol('sol1').create('v1', 'Variables');
model.sol('sol1').create('t1', 'Time');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').create('se1', 'Segregated');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').create('i1', 'Iterative');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').create('i2', 'Iterative');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('se1').create('ss2', 'SegregatedStep');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('se1').create('ss1', 'SegregatedStep');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('se1').create('ll1', 'LowerLimit');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('se1').feature.remove('ssDef');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i1').create('mg1', 'Multigrid');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i1').feature('mg1').feature('pr').create('so1
', 'SOR');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i1').feature('mg1').feature('po').create('so1
', 'SOR');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i1').feature('mg1').feature('cs').create('d1'
, 'Direct');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i2').create('mg1', 'Multigrid');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i2').feature('mg1').feature('pr').create('sl1
', 'SORLine');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i2').feature('mg1').feature('po').create('sl1
', 'SORLine');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i2').feature('mg1').feature('cs').create('d1'
, 'Direct');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature.remove('fcDef');
model.sol.create('sol2');
model.sol('sol2').study('std1');
model.sol('sol2').label('Parametric Solutions 1');
model.batch.create('p1', 'Parametric');
model.batch('p1').create('so1', 'Solutionseq');
model.batch('p1').study('std1');
model.result.dataset.create('dset3', 'Solution');
model.result.dataset.create('avh1', 'Average');
model.result.dataset('dset3').set('probetag', 'dom1');
model.result.dataset('avh1').set('probetag', 'dom1');
model.result.dataset('avh1').set('data', 'dset3');
model.result.dataset('avh1').selection.geom('geom1', 3);
model.result.dataset('avh1').selection.set([8 10]);
model.result.numerical.create('pev1', 'EvalPoint');
model.result.numerical.create('av1', 'AvVolume');
model.result.numerical.create('av2', 'AvVolume');
model.result.numerical.create('av3', 'AvVolume');
model.result.numerical('pev1').set('probetag', 'dom1');
model.result.numerical('av1').set('data', 'dset2');
model.result.numerical('av1').selection.set([12]);
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model.result.numerical('av1').set('probetag', 'none');
model.result.numerical('av2').set('data', 'dset2');
model.result.numerical('av2').selection.set([13]);
model.result.numerical('av2').set('probetag', 'none');
model.result.numerical('av3').set('data', 'dset2');
model.result.numerical('av3').selection.set([8 10]);
model.result.numerical('av3').set('probetag', 'none');
model.result.create('pg5', 'PlotGroup1D');
model.result('pg5').create('glob1', 'Global');
model.component('comp1').probe('dom1').genResult([]);
model.study('std1').feature('param').set('sweeptype', 'filled');
model.study('std1').feature('param').set('pname', {'kcat' 'degredation_factor' 'Ea'});
model.study('std1').feature('param').set('plistarr', {'380000' '0' '(10e15)[mol]/reactvol'});
model.study('std1').feature('param').set('punit', {'1/s' '' 'mol/m^3'});
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('tlist', 'range(0,0.01,5) range(5.1,0.1,30)');
model.study('std1').feature('time').set('discretization', {'tds' 'physics' 'ht'
'physics'});
model.sol('sol1').attach('std1');
model.sol('sol1').feature('v1').set('resscalemethod', 'auto');
model.sol('sol1').feature('v1').set('clist', {'range(0,0.01,5) range(5.1,0.1,30)'
'0.03[s]'});
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('tlist', 'range(0,0.01,5) range(5.1,0.1,30)');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('rtol', 0.005);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('atolglobalvaluemethod', 'manual');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('atolvaluemethod', {'comp1_c' 'manual' 'comp1_T'
'manual'});
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('tstepsbdf', 'strict');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('maxorder', 2);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').set('estrat', 'exclude');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('dDef').set('ooc', false);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('dDef').set('rhob', 400);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('se1').feature('ss2').set('linsolver', 'i2');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('se1').feature('ss2').set('subdamp', 0.7);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('se1').feature('ss1').label('Temperature T');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('se1').feature('ss1').set('linsolver', 'i1');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('se1').feature('ss1').set('subdamp', 0.7);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('se1').feature('ll1').set('lowerlimit',
'comp1.T 0');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i1').set('rhob', 20);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i1').feature('mg1').feature('cs').feature('dD
ef').set('ooc', false);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i1').feature('mg1').feature('cs').feature('d1
').set('linsolver', 'pardiso');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i1').feature('mg1').feature('cs').feature('d1
').set('ooc', false);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i1').feature('mg1').feature('cs').feature('d1
').set('pardreorder', 'ndmt');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i2').set('maxlinit', 400);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i2').set('rhob', 40);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i2').feature('mg1').feature('pr').feature('sl
1').set('linerelax', 0.2);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i2').feature('mg1').feature('pr').feature('sl
1').set('relax', 0.4);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i2').feature('mg1').feature('po').feature('sl
1').set('linerelax', 0.2);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i2').feature('mg1').feature('po').feature('sl
1').set('seconditer', 2);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i2').feature('mg1').feature('po').feature('sl
1').set('relax', 0.4);
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model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i2').feature('mg1').feature('cs').feature('dD
ef').set('ooc', false);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i2').feature('mg1').feature('cs').feature('d1
').set('linsolver', 'pardiso');
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i2').feature('mg1').feature('cs').feature('d1
').set('ooc', false);
model.sol('sol1').feature('t1').feature('i2').feature('mg1').feature('cs').feature('d1
').set('pardreorder', 'ndmt');
model.sol('sol1').runAll;
model.batch('p1').set('control', 'param');
model.batch('p1').set('sweeptype', 'filled');
model.batch('p1').set('pname', {'kcat' 'degredation_factor' 'Ea'});
model.batch('p1').set('plistarr', {'380000' '0' '(10e-15)[mol]/reactvol'});
model.batch('p1').set('punit', {'1/s' '' 'mol/m^3'});
model.batch('p1').set('err', true);
model.batch('p1').feature('so1').set('seq', 'sol1');
model.batch('p1').feature('so1').set('psol', 'sol2');
model.batch('p1').feature('so1').set('param',
{'"kcat","380000","degredation_factor","0","Ea","0.0101859163578813"'});
model.batch('p1').attach('std1');
model.batch('p1').run;
model.result.dataset('dset3').label('Probe Solution 3');
model.result.numerical('pev1').set('table', 'new');
model.result.numerical('av1').label('Hot Junctions');
model.result.numerical('av2').label('Cold Junctions');
model.result.numerical('av3').label('Concentration');
model.result.numerical('av3').set('expr', {'c'});
model.result.numerical('av3').set('unit', {'mol/m^3'});
model.result.numerical('av3').set('descr', {'Concentration'});
model.result('pg5').set('data', 'none');
model.result('pg5').feature('glob1').set('expr', {'comp1.ht.QInt'
'comp1.heatsource'});
model.result('pg5').feature('glob1').set('unit', {'W' 'W'});
model.result('pg5').feature('glob1').set('descr', {'Total heat source' ''});
model.result.remove('pg6');
out = model;
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Appendix B: MATLAB Code

Calorimeter Platform Design Optimization
clear all;
close all;
M = csvread('HotJunctionsUpdated_10ChHt.csv');
T = M(:,1);
hot10um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('HotJunctionsUpdated_25ChHt.csv');
hot25um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('HotJunctionsUpdated_50ChHt.csv');
hot50um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('HotJunctionsUpdated_75ChHt.csv');
hot75um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('HotJunctionsUpdated_100ChHt.csv');
hot100um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('HotJunctionsUpdated_150ChHt.csv');
hot150um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('HotJunctionsUpdated_200ChHt.csv');
hot200um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('HotJunctionsUpdated_250ChHt.csv');
hot250um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('HotJunctionsUpdated_300ChHt.csv');
hot300um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('ColdJunctionsUpdated_10ChHt.csv');
cold10um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('ColdJunctionsUpdated_25ChHt.csv');
cold25um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('ColdJunctionsUpdated_50ChHt.csv');
cold50um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('ColdJunctionsUpdated_75ChHt.csv');
cold75um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('ColdJunctionsUpdated_100ChHt.csv');
cold100um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('ColdJunctionsUpdated_150ChHt.csv');
cold150um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('ColdJunctionsUpdated_200ChHt.csv');
cold200um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('ColdJunctionsUpdated_250ChHt.csv');
cold250um = M(:,2);
M = csvread('ColdJunctionsUpdated_300ChHt.csv');
cold300um = M(:,2);
diff10um = hot10um-cold10um;
diff25um = hot25um-cold25um;
diff50um = hot50um-cold50um;
diff75um = hot75um-cold75um;
diff100um = hot100um-cold100um;
diff150um = hot150um-cold150um;
diff200um = hot200um-cold200um;
diff250um = hot250um-cold250um;
diff300um = hot300um-cold300um;
figure(1)
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plot(T,diff10um,'x',T,diff25um,'x',T,diff50um,'x',T,diff75um,'x',T,diff100um,'x',T,dif
f150um,'x',T,diff200um,'x',T,diff250um,'x',T,diff300um,'x')
hold on
title('Temperature Change in Thermopiles by Channel Height')
legend('10 um','25 um','50 um','75 um','100 um','150 um','200 um','250 um','300 um')
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Thermopile Change in Temp (K)')
grid on
hold off
f = 10; %sample frequency
n=length(T);
temp_time=zeros(9,1);
for k=1:n
%length to integrate peak
q=(diff10um(k))*(1/f);
temp_time(1)=temp_time(1)+q;
q=(diff25um(k))*(1/f);
temp_time(2)=temp_time(2)+q;
q=(diff50um(k))*(1/f);
temp_time(3)=temp_time(3)+q;
q=(diff75um(k))*(1/f);
temp_time(4)=temp_time(4)+q;
q=(diff100um(k))*(1/f);
temp_time(5)=temp_time(5)+q;
q=(diff150um(k))*(1/f);
temp_time(6)=temp_time(6)+q;
q=(diff200um(k))*(1/f);
temp_time(7)=temp_time(7)+q;
q=(diff250um(k))*(1/f);
temp_time(8)=temp_time(8)+q;
q=(diff300um(k))*(1/f);
temp_time(9)=temp_time(9)+q;
end
disp('Total Change in Temp (T*s)')
disp(temp_time)
heights = [10 25 50 75 100 150 200 250 300];
figure(2)
plot(heights,temp_time,'o')
title('Integrated Temperature Change in Thermopiles by Channel Height')
xlabel('Channel Height (um)')
ylabel('Thermopile Change in Temp (K)')
%axis([0 325 0 7*10^-5])
figure(3)
plot(heights(3:7),temp_time(3:7),'o')
title('Integrated Temperature Change in Thermopiles by Channel Height')
xlabel('Channel Height (um)')
ylabel('Thermopile Change in Temp (K)')
%axis([0 325 0 2*10^-5])
seebeck = 2160*10^-6; %total seebeck coefficient V/K
TotEn = 2.454*10^-9; %total energy J
Voltage_time = temp_time*seebeck;
Sensitivity = Voltage_time/TotEn
figure(4)
plot(heights,Sensitivity,'o')
title('Sensitivity by Channel Height')
xlabel('Channel Height (um)')
ylabel('Sensitivity (V/W)')
axis([0 325 0 60])
figure(5)
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plot(heights(2:9),Sensitivity(2:9),'o')
%title('Sensitivity by Channel Height')
xlabel('Channel Height (um)','fontsize',16)
ylabel('Sensitivity (V/W)','fontsize',16)
axis([0 325 0 30])

Catalase Model-assisted TELISA
close all
clear all
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%
%Run1 2.5fmol parameter selection
seebeck = 2160*10^-6; %total seebeck coefficient V/K
f=100; %sampling frequency
Data1=dlmread('190119_0450_250nMCat_10mMH2O2_01.txt','\t');
TELISA_2pt5fmol_Run1=Data1(1956:5456,2);
TELISA_2pt5fmol_Run1=TELISA_2pt5fmol_Run1/10000*1e6;
%amp gain correction
N=length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_Run1);
X_2pt5fmol_Run1=1/f:1/f:N/f;
X_2pt5fmol_Run1 = (X_2pt5fmol_Run1-5);
preBaseline_2pt5fmol_Run1 = mean(TELISA_2pt5fmol_Run1(10:260));
TELISA_2pt5fmol_Run1 = TELISA_2pt5fmol_Run1-preBaseline_2pt5fmol_Run1;
M = csvread('190428_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_quarter_hot.csv');
M2 = csvread('190428_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_quarter_cold.csv');
T_comb = M(:,1);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(:,2);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(:,2);
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
M = csvread('190429_CombModel_rerun_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_quarter_hot.csv');
M2 =
csvread('190429_CombModel_rerun_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_quarter_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_rerun_quarter = M(:,2);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_rerun_quarter = M2(:,2);
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_rerun_quarter =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_rerun_quarter coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_rerun_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_rerun_quarter =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_rerun_quarter*seebeck;
M = csvread('190430_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_110k_quarter_hot.csv');
M2 = csvread('190430_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_110k_quarter_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(1:751,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(1:751,4);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(752:1502,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(752:1502,4);
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diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
M = csvread('190430_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat120k_130k_quarter_hot.csv');
M2 =
csvread('190430_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat120k_130k_quarter_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat120k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(1:751,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat120k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(1:751,4);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat130k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(752:1502,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat130k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(752:1502,4);
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat120k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat120k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat120k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat120k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat120k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat130k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat130k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat130k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat130k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat130k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
M = csvread('190430_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_quarter_hot.csv');
M2 = csvread('190430_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_quarter_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(:,2);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(:,2);
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
M =
csvread('190502_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k90k100k110k_threeeighths_hot.c
sv');
M2 =
csvread('190502_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k90k100k110k_threeeighths_cold.
csv');
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths = M(1:751,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths = M2(1:751,4);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths = M(752:1502,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths = M2(752:1502,4);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths = M(1503:2253,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths = M2(1503:2253,4);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths = M(2254:3004,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths = M2(2254:3004,4);
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths;
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calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths*seebeck;
M = csvread('190501_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k90k100k_eight_hot.csv');
M2 = csvread('190501_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k90k100k_eight_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_eighths = M(1:751,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_eighths = M2(1:751,4);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_eighths = M(752:1502,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_eighths = M2(752:1502,4);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_eighths = M(1503:2253,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_eighths = M2(1503:2253,4);
M = csvread('190502_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_eighth_hot.csv');
M2 = csvread('190502_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_eighth_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_eighths = M(1:751,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_eighths = M2(1:751,4);
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_eighths =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_eighths coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_eighths;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_eighths =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_eighths*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_eighths =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_eighths coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_eighths;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_eighths =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_eighths*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_eighths =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_eighths coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_eighths;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_eighths =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_eighths*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_eighths =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_eighths coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_eighths;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_eighths =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_eighths*seebeck;
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M =
csvread('190502_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k90k100k110k_nodeg_hot.csv');
M2 =
csvread('190502_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k90k100k110k_nodeg_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_nodeg = M(1:751,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_nodeg = M2(1:751,4);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_nodeg = M(752:1502,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_nodeg = M2(752:1502,4);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_nodeg = M(1503:2253,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_nodeg = M2(1503:2253,4);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_nodeg = M(2254:3004,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_nodeg = M2(2254:3004,4);
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_nodeg =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_nodeg coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_nodeg;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_nodeg =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_nodeg*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_nodeg =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_nodeg coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_nodeg;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_nodeg =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_nodeg*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_nodeg =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_nodeg coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_nodeg;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_nodeg =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_nodeg*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_nodeg =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_nodeg coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_nodeg;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_nodeg =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_nodeg*seebeck;
M =
csvread('190502_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k90k100k110k_half_hot.csv');
M2 =
csvread('190502_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k90k100k110k_half_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_half = M(1:751,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_half = M2(1:751,4);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_half = M(752:1502,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_half = M2(752:1502,4);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_half = M(1503:2253,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_half = M2(1503:2253,4);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_half = M(2254:3004,4);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_half = M2(2254:3004,4);
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_half =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_half coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_half;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_half =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_half*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_half =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_half coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_half;
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calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_half =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_half*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_half =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_half coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_half;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_half =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_half*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_half =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_half coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_half;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_half =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_half*seebeck;

M = csvread('190505_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_quarter_hot.csv');
M2 = csvread('190505_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_quarter_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(1:751,5);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(1:751,5);
M =
csvread('190505_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_half_threeeighths_hot.csv');
M2 =
csvread('190505_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_half_threeeighths_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_half = M(1:751,5);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_half = M2(1:751,5);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths = M(752:1502,5);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths = M2(752:1502,5);
M = csvread('190505_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_eighths_nodeg_hot.csv');
M2 =
csvread('190505_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_eighths_nodeg_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_eighths = M(1:751,5);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_eighths = M2(1:751,5);
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_nodeg = M(752:1502,5);
coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_nodeg = M2(752:1502,5);
M = csvread('190506_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E0pt6_1pt4fmol_kcat95k_quarter_hot.csv');
M2 = csvread('190506_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E0pt6_1pt4fmol_kcat95k_quarter_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E0pt6fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(1:751,5);
coldC10mM_E0pt6fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(1:751,5);
hotC10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(752:1502,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(752:1502,5);
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_half =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_half coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_half;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_half =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_half*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
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calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_eighths =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_eighths coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_eighths;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_eighths =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_eighths*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_nodeg =
hotC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_nodeg coldC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_nodeg;
calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_nodeg =
diffC10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_nodeg*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
kcat_R1 = [80000 90000 100000 110000 120000 130000];
kcat_full_R1 = [80000 90000 95000 100000 110000];
degredation_R1 = [0.5e-7 0.375e-7 0.25e-7 0.125e-7 0];
TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned = zeros(751,1);
TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(1:500) = TELISA_2pt5fmol_Run1(501:1000);
TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(501:751) = decimate(TELISA_2pt5fmol_Run1(1001:3501),10);
error_R1_kcat80k_DegQuarter = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat90k_DegQuarter = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat100k_DegQuarter = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_rerun_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat110k_DegQuarter = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat120k_DegQuarter = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat120k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat130k_DegQuarter = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat130k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat80k_DegEighths = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_eighths(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat90k_DegEighths = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_eighths(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat100k_DegEighths = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_eighths(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat110k_DegEighths = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_eighths(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat80k_DegThreeEighths = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat90k_DegThreeEighths = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat100k_DegThreeEighths = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat110k_DegThreeEighths = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat80k_DegNoDeg = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_nodeg(:)*10^6);
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error_R1_kcat90k_DegNoDeg = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_nodeg(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat100k_DegNoDeg = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_nodeg(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat110k_DegNoDeg = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_nodeg(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat80k_DegHalf = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_half(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat90k_DegHalf = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_half(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat100k_DegHalf = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_half(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat110k_DegHalf = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_half(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat95k_DegHalf = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_half(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat95k_DegThreeEighths = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_threeeighths(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat95k_DegEighths = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_eighths(:)*10^6);
error_R1_kcat95k_DegNoDeg = TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_nodeg(:)*10^6);
figure(1)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(T_comb,-calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat80k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6,T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat90k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6,T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat100k_EnzDegComb_rerun_quarter(:)*10^6,T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat110k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6,T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat120k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6,T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E2pt5fmol_kcat130k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6,T_comb,TELISA_2pt5fmol
_run1_aligned,'--')
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(T_comb,error_R1_kcat80k_DegQuarter,T_comb,error_R1_kcat90k_DegQuarter,T_comb,erro
r_R1_kcat100k_DegQuarter,T_comb,error_R1_kcat110k_DegQuarter,T_comb,error_R1_kcat120k_
DegQuarter,T_comb,error_R1_kcat130k_DegQuarter)

%30 second error window
RMSE_R1_kcat80k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat80k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat90k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat90k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat100k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat100k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat110k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat110k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat120k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat120k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat130k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat130k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat80k_DegEighths =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat80k_DegEighths.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat90k_DegEighths =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat90k_DegEighths.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
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RMSE_R1_kcat100k_DegEighths =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat100k_DegEighths.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat110k_DegEighths =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat110k_DegEighths.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat80k_DegThreeEighths =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat80k_DegThreeEighths.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)))
;
RMSE_R1_kcat90k_DegThreeEighths =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat90k_DegThreeEighths.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)))
;
RMSE_R1_kcat100k_DegThreeEighths =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat100k_DegThreeEighths.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:))
);
RMSE_R1_kcat110k_DegThreeEighths =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat110k_DegThreeEighths.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:))
);
RMSE_R1_kcat80k_DegNoDeg =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat80k_DegNoDeg.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat90k_DegNoDeg =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat90k_DegNoDeg.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat100k_DegNoDeg =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat100k_DegNoDeg.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat110k_DegNoDeg =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat110k_DegNoDeg.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat80k_DegHalf =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat80k_DegHalf.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat90k_DegHalf =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat90k_DegHalf.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat100k_DegHalf =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat100k_DegHalf.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat110k_DegHalf =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat110k_DegHalf.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat95k_DegHalf =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat95k_DegHalf.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat95k_DegThreeEighths =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat95k_DegThreeEighths.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)))
;
RMSE_R1_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat95k_DegEighths =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat95k_DegEighths.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1_kcat95k_DegNoDeg =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_kcat95k_DegNoDeg.^2)/length(TELISA_2pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)));
RMSE_R1 = [RMSE_R1_kcat80k_DegQuarter RMSE_R1_kcat90k_DegQuarter
RMSE_R1_kcat100k_DegQuarter RMSE_R1_kcat110k_DegQuarter RMSE_R1_kcat120k_DegQuarter
RMSE_R1_kcat130k_DegQuarter];
RMSE_R1_full = [RMSE_R1_kcat80k_DegHalf RMSE_R1_kcat90k_DegHalf
RMSE_R1_kcat95k_DegHalf RMSE_R1_kcat100k_DegHalf RMSE_R1_kcat110k_DegHalf;
RMSE_R1_kcat80k_DegThreeEighths RMSE_R1_kcat90k_DegThreeEighths
RMSE_R1_kcat95k_DegThreeEighths RMSE_R1_kcat100k_DegThreeEighths
RMSE_R1_kcat110k_DegThreeEighths; RMSE_R1_kcat80k_DegQuarter
RMSE_R1_kcat90k_DegQuarter RMSE_R1_kcat95k_DegQuarter RMSE_R1_kcat100k_DegQuarter
RMSE_R1_kcat110k_DegQuarter; RMSE_R1_kcat80k_DegEighths RMSE_R1_kcat90k_DegEighths
RMSE_R1_kcat95k_DegEighths RMSE_R1_kcat100k_DegEighths RMSE_R1_kcat110k_DegEighths;
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RMSE_R1_kcat80k_DegNoDeg RMSE_R1_kcat90k_DegNoDeg RMSE_R1_kcat95k_DegNoDeg
RMSE_R1_kcat100k_DegNoDeg RMSE_R1_kcat110k_DegNoDeg];
figure(2)
surf(kcat_full_R1,degredation_R1,RMSE_R1_full)
hold on
set(gca,'FontSize',13);
CO = jet;
CO = flipud(CO);
colormap(CO);
view(2)
ylabel('Inactivation Factor')
xlabel('kcat (1/s)')
contour(kcat_full_R1,degredation_R1,RMSE_R1_full)
shading interp
h = colorbar;
ylabel(h,'RMSE')
%text(95000,0.25,'Minimum RMSE (95k, 0.25)')
hold off
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%
%Run1 1.5 fmol and 1.0 fmol
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
M = csvread('190723_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_Esweep_nonstrict_kcat95k_quarter_hot.csv');
M2 =
csvread('190723_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_Esweep_nonstrict_kcat95k_quarter_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E0pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(1:751,5);
coldC10mM_E0pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(1:751,5);
hotC10mM_E0pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(752:1502,5);
coldC10mM_E0pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(752:1502,5);
hotC10mM_E1pt45fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(1503:2253,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt45fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(1503:2253,5);
hotC10mM_E1pt95fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(2254:3004,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt95fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(2254:3004,5);
M =
csvread('190723_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_Esweep2_nonstrict_kcat95k_quarter_hot.csv');
M2 =
csvread('190723_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_Esweep2_nonstrict_kcat95k_quarter_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E0pt95fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(1:751,5);
coldC10mM_E0pt95fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(1:751,5);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Data1=dlmread('190329_0459_150nMCat_10mMH2O2_01.txt','\t');
TELISA_1pt5fmol_Run1=Data1(2645:6145,2);
TELISA_1pt5fmol_Run1=TELISA_1pt5fmol_Run1/10000*1e6;
%amp gain correction
X_1pt5fmol_Run1=1/f:1/f:N/f;
X_1pt5fmol_Run1 = (X_1pt5fmol_Run1-5);
preBaseline_1pt5fmol_Run1 = mean(TELISA_1pt5fmol_Run1(10:260));
TELISA_1pt5fmol_Run1 = TELISA_1pt5fmol_Run1-preBaseline_1pt5fmol_Run1;
TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned = zeros(751,1);
TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned(1:500) = TELISA_1pt5fmol_Run1(501:1000);
TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned(501:751) = decimate(TELISA_1pt5fmol_Run1(1001:3501),10);
M = csvread('190504_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_quarter_hot.csv');
M2 = csvread('190504_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_quarter_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(1:751,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(1:751,5);
M = csvread('190505_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E1pt1to1pt9fmol_kcat95k_quarter_hot.csv');
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M2 =
csvread('190505_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E1pt1to1pt9fmol_kcat95k_quarter_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(1:751,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(1:751,5);
hotC10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(752:1502,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(752:1502,5);
hotC10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(1503:2253,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(1503:2253,5);
hotC10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(2254:3004,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(2254:3004,5);
M = csvread('190722_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E0pt95_1pt45fmol_kcat95k_quarter_hot.csv');
M2 =
csvread('190722_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E0pt95_1pt45fmol_kcat95k_quarter_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E0pt95fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M(1:751,5);
coldC10mM_E0pt95fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M2(1:751,5);
hotC10mM_E1pt45fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M(752:1502,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt45fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M2(752:1502,5);
diffC10mM_E0pt95fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E0pt95fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E0pt95fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E0pt95fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E0pt95fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E1pt45fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E1pt45fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E1pt45fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E1pt45fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E1pt45fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
error_R1_c1pt1fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
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error_R1_c1pt3fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_c1pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_c1pt45fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt45fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_c1pt5fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_c1pt7fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_c1pt9fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
RMSE_R1_c1pt1fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_c1pt1fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned
(:)));
RMSE_R1_c1pt3fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_c1pt3fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned
(:)));
RMSE_R1_c1pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_c1pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned
(:)));
RMSE_R1_c1pt45fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_c1pt45fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligne
d(:)));
RMSE_R1_c1pt5fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_c1pt5fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned
(:)));
RMSE_R1_c1pt7fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_c1pt7fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned
(:)));
RMSE_R1_c1pt9fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_c1pt9fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned
(:)));
RMSE_R1_1pt5fmol = [RMSE_R1_c1pt1fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter
RMSE_R1_c1pt3fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter RMSE_R1_c1pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter
RMSE_R1_c1pt45fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter RMSE_R1_c1pt5fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter
RMSE_R1_c1pt7fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter RMSE_R1_c1pt9fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter];

M =
csvread('190723_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_Esweep_1pt5fmolRun1_kcat95k_quarter_hot.csv');
M2 =
csvread('190723_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_Esweep_1pt5fmolRun1_kcat95k_quarter_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M(1:751,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M2(1:751,5);
hotC10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M(752:1502,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M2(752:1502,5);
hotC10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M(1503:2253,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M2(1503:2253,5);
hotC10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M(2254:3004,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M2(2254:3004,5);
hotC10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M(3005:3755,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M2(3005:3755,5);
hotC10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M(3756:4506,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M2(3756:4506,5);
calresponse_C10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter =
(hotC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter coldC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter)*seebeck;
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calresponse_C10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter =
(hotC10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter coldC10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter)*seebeck;
calresponse_C10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter =
(hotC10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter coldC10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter)*seebeck;
calresponse_C10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter =
(hotC10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter coldC10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter)*seebeck;
calresponse_C10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter =
(hotC10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter coldC10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter)*seebeck;
calresponse_C10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter =
(hotC10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter coldC10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter)*seebeck;
error_R1strict_c1pt1fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1strict_c1pt3fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1strict_c1pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1strict_c1pt5fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1strict_c1pt7fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1strict_c1pt9fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter(:)*10^6);
RMSE_R1strict_c1pt1fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1strict_c1pt1fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_a
ligned(:)));
RMSE_R1strict_c1pt3fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1strict_c1pt3fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_a
ligned(:)));
RMSE_R1strict_c1pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1strict_c1pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_a
ligned(:)));
RMSE_R1strict_c1pt5fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1strict_c1pt5fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_a
ligned(:)));
RMSE_R1strict_c1pt7fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1strict_c1pt7fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_a
ligned(:)));
RMSE_R1strict_c1pt9fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1strict_c1pt9fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt5fmol_run1_a
ligned(:)));
RMSE_R1strict_1pt5fmol = [RMSE_R1strict_c1pt1fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter
RMSE_R1strict_c1pt3fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter RMSE_R1strict_c1pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter
RMSE_R1strict_c1pt5fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter RMSE_R1strict_c1pt7fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter
RMSE_R1strict_c1pt9fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter];

figure(3)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(T_comb,-calresponse_C10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*10^6,'r',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*10^6,'r',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*10^6,'r',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E1pt45fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*10^6,'r',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*10^6,'r',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*10^6,'r',T_comb,-
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calresponse_C10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*10^6,'r',X_1pt5fmol_Run1,TELISA
_1pt5fmol_Run1,'b',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter*10^6,'m',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E1pt3fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter*10^6,'m',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter*10^6,'m',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E1pt5fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter*10^6,'m',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E1pt7fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter*10^6,'m',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E1pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter*10^6,'m')
axis([-2 30 -12.5 2])
subplot(2,1,2)
plot([1.1 1.3 1.4 1.45 1.5 1.7 1.9],RMSE_R1_1pt5fmol,'-o',[1.1 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.7
1.9],RMSE_R1strict_1pt5fmol,'-ro')

M = csvread('190505_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E0pt8to1pt2fmol_kcat95k_quarter_hot.csv');
M2 =
csvread('190505_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E0pt8to1pt2fmol_kcat95k_quarter_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E0pt8fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(1:751,5);
coldC10mM_E0pt8fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(1:751,5);
hotC10mM_E1pt0fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(752:1502,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt0fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(752:1502,5);
hotC10mM_E1pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M(1503:2253,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter = M2(1503:2253,5);

M = csvread('190722_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E0pt2_0pt4fmol_kcat95k_quarter_hot.csv');
M2 = csvread('190722_CombModel_EnzDeg_C10mM_E0pt2_0pt4fmol_kcat95k_quarter_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E0pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M(1:751,5);
coldC10mM_E0pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M2(1:751,5);
hotC10mM_E0pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M(752:1502,5);
coldC10mM_E0pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegStrict_quarter = M2(752:1502,5);
diffC10mM_E0pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E0pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E0pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E0pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E0pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E0pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E0pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E0pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E0pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E0pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E0pt6fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E0pt6fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E0pt6fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E0pt6fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E0pt6fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E0pt8fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E0pt8fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E0pt8fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E0pt8fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E0pt8fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E1pt0fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E1pt0fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E1pt0fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E1pt0fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E1pt0fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;
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diffC10mM_E1pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
hotC10mM_E1pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter coldC10mM_E1pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter;
calresponse_C10mM_E1pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter =
diffC10mM_E1pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*seebeck;

M = csvread('191023_CombModel_Remesh_C10mM_E0pt9_1pt1_kcat95k_quarter_hot.csv');
M2 = csvread('191023_CombModel_Remesh_C10mM_E0pt9_1pt1_kcat95k_quarter_cold.csv');
hotC10mM_E0pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter_remesh = M(1:751,5);
coldC10mM_E0pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter_remesh = M2(1:751,5);
hotC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter_remesh = M(752:1502,5);
coldC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter_remesh = M2(752:1502,5);
diffC10mM_E0pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter_remesh =
hotC10mM_E0pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter_remesh coldC10mM_E0pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter_remesh;
calresponse_C10mM_E0pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter_remesh =
diffC10mM_E0pt9fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter_remesh*seebeck;
diffC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter_remesh =
hotC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter_remesh coldC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter_remesh;
calresponse_C10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter_remesh =
diffC10mM_E1pt1fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter_remesh*seebeck;

Data1=dlmread('190329_0461_100nMCat_10mMH2O2_01.txt','\t');
TELISA_1pt0fmol_Run1=Data1(3455:6955,2);
TELISA_1pt0fmol_Run1=TELISA_1pt0fmol_Run1/10000*1e6;
%amp gain correction
X_1pt0fmol_Run1=1/f:1/f:N/f;
X_1pt0fmol_Run1 = (X_1pt0fmol_Run1-5);
preBaseline_1pt0fmol_Run1 = mean(TELISA_1pt0fmol_Run1(10:260));
TELISA_1pt0fmol_Run1 = TELISA_1pt0fmol_Run1-preBaseline_1pt0fmol_Run1;
TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned = zeros(751,1);
TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned(1:500) = TELISA_1pt0fmol_Run1(501:1000);
TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned(501:751) = decimate(TELISA_1pt0fmol_Run1(1001:3501),10);
error_R1_c0pt2fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E0pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_c0pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E0pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_c0pt6fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E0pt6fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_c0pt8fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E0pt8fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_c1pt0fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt0fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_c1pt2fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
error_R1_c1pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter = TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned(:)-(calresponse_C10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter(:)*10^6);
RMSE_R1_c0pt2fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_c0pt2fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned
(:)));
RMSE_R1_c0pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_c0pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned
(:)));
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RMSE_R1_c0pt6fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_c0pt6fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned
(:)));
RMSE_R1_c0pt8fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_c0pt8fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned
(:)));
RMSE_R1_c1pt0fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_c1pt0fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned
(:)));
RMSE_R1_c1pt2fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_c1pt2fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned
(:)));
RMSE_R1_c1pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter =
sqrt(sum(error_R1_c1pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter.^2)/length(TELISA_1pt0fmol_run1_aligned
(:)));
RMSE_R1_1fmol = [RMSE_R1_c0pt2fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter
RMSE_R1_c0pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter RMSE_R1_c0pt6fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter
RMSE_R1_c0pt8fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter RMSE_R1_c1pt0fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter
RMSE_R1_c1pt2fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter RMSE_R1_c1pt4fmol_kcat95k_DegQuarter];
figure(4)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(T_comb,-calresponse_C10mM_E0pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*10^6,'r',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E0pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*10^6,'r',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E0pt6fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*10^6,'r',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E0pt8fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*10^6,'r',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E1pt0fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*10^6,'r',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E1pt2fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*10^6,'r',T_comb,calresponse_C10mM_E1pt4fmol_kcat95k_EnzDegComb_quarter*10^6,'r',X_1pt0fmol_Run1,TELISA
_1pt0fmol_Run1,'b')
axis([-2 30 -12.5 2])
subplot(2,1,2)
plot([0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4],RMSE_R1_1fmol,'-o')
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